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Chapter 1

The data-management approach

Corporate databases should not be implemented
without a data-management approachto systems.
In a previous Foundation Report on this subject
(Report 32
Data Management, published in
November 1982) we described the data-management approach andits benefits. We defined data
management as the activity of planning and
controlling the use of data and wehighlighted the
need for a long-term strategy to exploit the use of
data. In that report, we recommended a two-stage
plan for introducing data management. Thefirststage activities were preliminary work, designed to
pave the way. In particular, we recommended that
an appropriate data-oriented systems-development
method should beintroduced, together with a datadictionary system. The method should be selected
accordingto its ability to allow developers to design
applications according to their use of data. The
second-stage activities concerned the establishment of a data-administration function, led by a
data administrator responsible for all aspects of the
management of the organisation s data. The primary purposeof the functionis to develop a highlevel plan for organising and controlling the enterprise s computer-held data.

Inourresearchfor this report, we found that the use
of data-oriented methods(thefirst stage of introducing data management) is now commonplace.
Today, it is unusualif the systems development
department in a major organisation does not produce, asa matterof course, a data (or entity) model
as an important part of the application-development process. (Data modelling, and other terms
usedin this report, are defined in the glossary at the
end of the report.) We also found that a high
proportion of Foundation members (65 per cent)
had reached the second stage of introducing data
management the appointmentof a data administrator and the application of datamanagementat
acorporatelevel. Manyof these organisations have
made substantial progress with introducing the
data-management approach and with establishing
the associated databases, database management
systems, and applications.
However, the progress to date has been based on
first-generation database software products and
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tools, and many organisations are now planning
to make major changesto their database systems
over the next five years. In particular, they are
planning (or considering) the move to secondgeneration data-managementtechniquesandtools
relational databases, advanced data-dictionary
systems, anddistributed-database systems. The aim
of these changes is to enable applications that
better meet the needs of the business to be
developed, to provide endusers with easy access to
databases, and to achieve better control over the
use of data.

The main purpose of the data-management
approach is to create a shared corporate data
resource that is available for the benefit of the
organisation as a whole. The data resource is
implemented as one or more corporate databases
that store data describing the organisation s resources, its products, and its dealings with
customers, suppliers, and so forth. The data
resource, with its corporate-widedefinitions of the
meaning of data items, provides the basis for a
common understanding, by all users, of the data
used in all the computer systems. In addition to
unambiguous definitions of data, the datamanagement approachrequiresthe useof software
facilities for data management and for database

access.

Severa! Foundation members are well advancedin
their use of the data-management approach; two
case histories are described briefly in Figures 1.1
and 1.2 overleaf. The secondofthese (British Gas
North Western) has reached an advanced stage in
the data-management approachandhas,in effect,
created a corporate database. In our research,
however, we found that few organisations had
reached such an advancedstage. Ourresearch has
shownthat there are several reasons that makeit
expensiveanddifficult to adopt data management
ona corporate-widebasis. The three main reasons
are:

Converting existing databases to new database
technology is a major problem. There are
significant costs involved, not only in the
conversion itself, but in the disruption of the
service providedto users.

vi
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Figure 1.1

The data-management approach

Data managementin Electricité de France

Electricité de France (EDF) is the national supplierofelectricity
and gasto the whole of France. Computer and database systems
are used mainly for management information and reporting,
customerbilling, supply network maintenance, power generation,
load dispatch, and distribution. EDF's distribution division has
more than 100 data processing centres throughout France,
grouped around 18 regional centres. Major hardware
configurations are based on IBM and Bull equipment, and there
is a wide range of medium to large systems.

The distribution division uses three types of database
management systems
hierarchical systems for managing
supplies, work-in-progress, and network management;
SOCRATE-CLIO (supplied by SYSECA) used at local centres
for billing large corporate customers; andrelational databases
DB2 and Oracle
for general services such as the
preparation of corporate-widestatistical analyses.
The databases are designed centrally using Merise, a dataoriented design method. Generic versions of the database are
distributed to each of the remote data processing centres,

together with a data dictionary that specifies the design of the
database. This ensures that the same database design is used
throughout the organisation, even though the data stored is
specific to the locality. EDF organises its databases into six
subject areas
customer service, personnel, distribution
network support, physical resource management, accounting,
and management support.

EDF believes that its data-management approach enables
successful distributed applications to be developed and
supported centrally, whilst also providing a degree of local

autonomy.

Figure 1.2

Data managementat British Gas North

Western

British Gas North Western is responsible for the supply and
distribution of gas in the north west of England. It runs a chain
of high street shops,operates fleet of 3,500 vehicles, and has
a large sparesinventory. A large central corporate database
system (based on ICL mainframes)is linked to satellite databases
in 16 regionaloffices.

British Gas North Western has used data-modelling methods to
create a clear structure for all its shared data. Moreover, the
structure has been designedtofacilitate the use ofdistributed
databases and to enable the interfaces between applications
and the databases to be controlled. The data-administration
function has been established for seven years, and the
descriptions and namesofall shared data are now controlled
via the ICL Data Dictionary System (DDS). The dataadministration function sets standardsfor the corporate database
systems and approvesthe data models produced by application
developers.

Thesystems department often findsit difficult
to justify corporate-wide data management
becauseof the long-term nature of manyof the
benefits and the lack of understanding by
senior managementof the need to adopt a
data-management approach.
Much ofthe existing data-managementsoftware cannot support fully all of the functions
implied by a corporate-wide data-management
approach. The technology is new and complex,
advances occur rapidly, and products are
oversold.

THE KEY STAGESIN THE EVOLUTION OF
CORPORATE DATABASES

Given the enormousinvestmentin existing business
applications, few organisations can afford to rebuild
their database systems completely without taking
account of their existing systems and databases.
Instead, new database software and conceptswill
usually be introduced in an evolutionary way, based
ona masterplan for managing corporate data. The
purposeof this report is to provide guidance for
systems and business managers as they manage the
evolution of their organisations databases. Our
reséarch has shown the best way to proceedis to:
Create a corporate data architecture.
Establish the technicalbasis.

Improve the facilities for user access to
databases.

Plana cost-effective migration path.

Extend the role of the data-administration
function.

Eachofthese stages is described briefly below, and

is then discussedin detail in the remaining chapters
of the report.

CREATE A CORPORATE DATA ARCHITECTURE

Thefirst stage in the evolution is to create the
overall data architecture within which new
databases andapplications will be developed. The
data architectureis part of the information systems
plansof the organisation andit acts asa blueprint
for the data-managementactivities. Without a data
architecture on whichto base the developmentof
new database systems, manyofthe benefits of the
new data-managementtechniquesandtools will be
difficult to achieve. Indeed, the move to new datamanagement techniques andtools often provides
a unique opportunity to develop a corporate data
architecture.

A data architecture describesthe logical structure
of the data that is used by the organisation. Such an
architecture is essential to the development of
integrated and flexible corporate databases. The
process of town planning provides useful analogy
to the process of developing a data architecture. The
purposeof town planningis to place different parts
of the town (factories, houses, parks, shopping
areas, and so on) in separate areas, but with easy
access routes between them. The overall plan
provides a framework for developing the town s
areas and the relationships between them, and
ensuresthat the detailed plans for eacharea can be
integrated into a consistent whole. A data
architecture performsa similar purpose by setting
the framework for the development of corporate
databases and by providing the basis for the
development and integration of individual
applications anddatabases. The designers of a data
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Chapter 1
architecture should note that its main purposeis to

create corporate databases that will support

business applications. A data architecture will not,
byitself, identify the applicationswith the highest

payoff.

In Chapter 2 we describe the elements of a data

architecture in more detail and discuss several ways

in which organisations have approachedthetask of
developing such an architecture. The most
comprehensive, but most expensive, approachis to
design a data architecture in a top-down manner.
There are, however, several less-expensive, andlesscomprehensive, methods that can be used when the
top-down approachis not appropriate.
ESTABLISH THE TECHNICAL BASIS

The data-management approach and corporate
databases must be supported by powerful datamanagement products such as data dictionaries,
relational databases, and distributed databases. The
challenge is to select and use an integrated set of
data-management systems that allow corporate
databases to be created and managed and that
provide improved useraccess to the databases.

A data-dictionary system is one of the most
important data-managementtools. A dictionary is
used to document and control data and plays an
important role in database planning and
applications development. The other twotypes of
data-management system are relational database
management systems and distributed database
management systems. Relational systems provide
the flexibility to allow a variety of access paths to
the databases, and distributed systems manage
databases located in several different computer
systems. We call these three types secondgeneration

data-management systems in this

report because they provide new data-management
capabilities.

Care must be takenin selecting data-management
systems, timing their introduction, and choosing
suitable applications. The concepts underlying the
new generation of database products are very
seductive, but the reality often falls short of the
theory. In Chapter 3 we describe the promises and
actual performance of these data-management
systems and describe how they can best be used.
IMPROVE THE FACILITIES FOR USER ACCESS TO
DATABASES

Our research showed that Foundation members
consider user-driven database-accesstoolsto be of
increasing importance. If the full potential of
second-generation data-managementsystemsis to
be exploited, organisations need to match these
tools to the users requirements and capabilities. In
orderto use data resourceseffectively, users need
to be able to access the required data easily, to
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The data-management approach

understandits meaning accurately, and to receive
data in a form that meets their needs. We describe
in Chapter4 the problemsthat impede user access
to corporate databases, and the new methodsthat
can be used to overcome the problems.
PLAN A COST-EFFECTIVE MIGRATION PATH

Designing a new data architecture, and developing
and implementing new databases, is an expensive
task that can disrupt the work bothof users and of
the systems department. Over the nextfive years,
most systems departmentsare likely to be involved
in converting their existing database systems to
second-generation data-managementsystems. The
benefits of new corporate databases will be
achieved sooner and the conversion costs will be
minimised by carefully selecting and planning the
migration path. In Chapter 5 we describe the major
problemsthat will be encountered whenconverting
databases to conform with a new dataarchitecture
and to use new data-management systems, and we
discuss how to select a migration path.
EXTEND THE ROLE OF THE DATA-ADMINISTRATION
FUNCTION

The evolution of corporate databases will not be
trouble-free unless the data-administration
functionis sufficiently powerful and influential to
control the developmentanduseof corporate databases. The data administratoris the custodianof the
corporate data architecture andresolvesconflicts
aboutthe use of data. We expecttherole of the data
administrator to evolve to include additional responsibilities in data and information management.
We describe the major new data-administration
tasks in Chapter6.

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH CARRIED OUT

The conclusions and recommendations of this
report are supported by an extensive programmeof
research carried out during the last quarter of 1987
and the first quarter of 1988. The research was led
by Martin Langham, a senior consultant with Butler
Cox in London whospecialisesin selecting and using
databases. He was assisted by Tony Brewer, Director
of the Foundation in the United Kingdom andthe
authorof the previous Foundation report on data
management, and by Simon Forge, a senior consultant in Butler Cox s Paris office.

The research began with a review of the extensive
published material in the field of data management.
(A bibliographyis includedat the end of the report.)
The views and practices of Foundation members
were gatheredin face-to-face and telephoneinterviews, and by analysing the responses to a detailed
questionnaire about present data-management
activities and future plans. In all, 120 Foundation members replied to the questionaire. We
also met with suppliers of database systems to
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establish the current capabilities of their products
and theirproductplans. In addition, we sought the
views ofleading experts in the fieldsof relational
database and datadictionaries, including Ted Codd
(acknowledged asthe foundingfatherof relational
database theory) andhis partner, Chris Date. In the
field of data dictionaries, we sought the views of
David Gradwell, founder of Data Dictionary
Systems Ltd. He has played a leading role in Europe
in the development of data-dictionary systems and

is the Rapporteur for the ISO (International
Standards Organisation) committee for IRDS
(Information Resource Dictionary Standard)..
We also held focus groups with Foundation
members in Belgium and the Netherlands to seek
out their views on issues such as corporate data
management, access to corporate databases, and
the problems of migrating to a new data

architecture and new databases.
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Chapter 2

Creating a corporate data architecture

Inthe previous chapterwesaid thatthefirst stage
inthe evolution of corporate databasesis to create
a corporate data architecture. In this chapter we
describe the key elements of such an architecture
and the top-down approach that must be used to
develop a complete data architecture. However,
creating a data architecture in this way is expensive
and time-consuming, and many organisations will
prefer to use a less-rigorous approach. We therefore
discuss four alternative approaches, used successfully by several Foundation members, that can
deliver someof the benefits of a data architecture,
but at less expense.

Developing and maintaining a corporate data architectureis a challenging task and, at the outset, the
benefits are not immediately obvious to business
managers. We therefore also describe how the case
for developing a data architecture can be made and
howto plan andto carry out the exercise.

THE TOP-DOWN APPROACH TO BUILDING
A THREE-LEVEL DATA ARCHITECTURE

The aim is to develop a data architecture that
clearly models and supports the main business
functions, that consists of easily managed subjectarea data models, and that forms a framework for
consistent descriptions of data. The most comprehensive and rigorous way of doing this is to
investigate the important business processes of the
organisation and to apply data-analysis techniques
in a top-down manner. These techniques produce
amodel showing the data used by the organisation
and therelationships between major data elements.
Data analysis at the corporate level results in an
enterprise model. This enterprise model formsthe
basis of the data architecture. (The concepts of data
analysis and enterprise models are described in the
glossary, andthe bibliographylists a recommended
text on data-analysis techniques.)

The production of an enterprise model is a
demanding and time-consuming task that runs the
risk of becoming overwhelmedby detail. One of the
most important developmentsin the methods for
developing corporate data architectures has been
the recognition that a data architecture should be
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at the higherlevel as an
defined at three levels
enterprise model, at the secondlevel as a set of
subject-area data models, andat the third level as
the logical design of the databases that will be
created. The enterprise modelis createdfirst and
is used to map out the subject-area data models that
will be used to design the databases. This approach
is illustrated in Figure 2.1 overleaf.

The enterprise model contains only the major
entities of the business and the important relationships between them. (Anentity is the name
given in data analysis to the business resources
such as personnel, invoices, customers, and
about whichdata is held. An entity is
products
described in more detail in the glossary.) The
enterprise modelis used to establish the scope of
subject-area data models and to agree application
priorities with senior management. Theenterprise
modelwill contain relatively few elements(entities)
compared withthe total numberof data elements.
For example we would expect the enterprise model
of a large organisation with a turnoverof several
hundred million dollars to contain no more than 100
entities. Senior managers can readily understand
this high-level representation of data becauseit is
not cluttered up with a mass of detail that is
irrelevant to them.

Any modelof the business will becomeout of date
as the business changes. However, experience has
shownthat an enterprise model remains valid for
longer than othertypes of models becauseit is based
onjust the fundamentalactivities and resources of
products, warehouses, orders,
the organisation
invoices, and so on. Thesearenotlikely to change
unless the wholebasis of the business changes. This
isin contrast to, for example, models of information
flows, which change frequently as information
needs change.

The secondlevel subject-area data models are made
upofsets of data that are associated with significant
business activities (such as accounting) or with
major business entities, such as products. The
subject areas are chosen to beas self contained
as possible so that the need to share data between
subject-area data modelsis minimised. Theycontain
more detailed descriptions of the data than the

Chapter 2
Figure 2.1

Creating a corporate data architecture

Three-level data architecture

Level 1:
Corporate
enterprise
model

Level 2:
Subject-area
data models

Lev el 3: Logical database designs

The boxesat level 1 represent major businessentities in the cor! porate enterprise model, and the boxesat level 2 represent
the data
modelof a specific subject area

enterprise model and are chosen to beof asuitable
size to form manageable sets of implementation
projects. By segmenting the enterprise modelinto
subject-area data models, the resulting data architecture and databasesare easier to implement and
easier to control.
Subject-area data models differ from the application-oriented data models (and the resulting
databases) that many organisations have created in
the past. Each application database was built fora
specific application, and data was often duplicated
in several application databases. By basing applications on subject-area data models, which are

derived from the corporate enterprise model, such
duplication can be identified and reduced, leading
to a more consistent definition and usageof data.

At the third level of the data architecture, the
subject-area data models are further expanded and

refined during a detailed study of each business

area, and the detailed descriptions of the data items
used in the data modelsare collected into a data
dictionary andrationalised. It is at this stage that
the logical design of the databases is carried out. An
effective data-administration function is thus a
vital prerequisite for the successful execution of
this stage.

S
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Chapter 2
The enterprise model, together with the set
of subject-area data models corresponding to
important business activities, and the resulting
logical database designs, defines the corporate data

architecture that will be used as the frameworkfor

developing and implementing corporate databases.
The final stage of implementing the data architecture is to map the logical database designs to a

particular hardware and software environment.

The approach of creating a three-level data architecture before implementing any corporate datapases should be contrasted with the approach
commonly used today. At present, data analysisis
carried out as subject-area applications and databasesare logically designed. This meansthat existing databases have, by and large, been developed
independently of each other and do not conform to
an overall corporate data architecture. By extending data-analysis techniques to the corporatelevel
to construct an enterprise model and subsidiary
subject-area data models,it is possible to ensure
that there are no inconsistencies in the resulting
corporate databases.

Figure 2.2 describes how one large retailing
company used the top-down approach to develop
a corporate data architecture.

OTHER APPROACHES TO CREATING A DATA
ARCHITECTURE

For manyorganisations, top-down development of
a data architecture is not appropriate. Typical
difficulties are:

Top-down developmentand implementation of
a data architecture is expensive and requires
aconsiderable amount of senior management
time andeffort.

The benefits of a data architecture for the
whole organisation are achieved slowly andthe
organisation cannot wait for new business
applications.

Theorganisation may not have (or be able to
spare) the highlevelof skill required to develop
a data architecture. Even if outside consultants
are used, in-houseexpertiseisstill needed to
maintain and enhance the data architecture
after it has been created.

Because of these difficulties, many organisations
havenot used the top-down approach to developing
a data architecture. Instead, they have used pragmatic approachesthat address their specific needs.
For example, a paper published by the Centerfor
Information Systems Research at MIT s Sloan School
of Management reported that, for the reasons
described above, few organisations had used a topdownapproach. (The paperis based on an in-depth
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Creating a corporate data architecture
Figure 2.2

B&Q used a top-downapproachto create a
corporate data architecture

B&Q is the largest do-it-yourself retail group in Europe. It has _
220 stores, employs 10,000 staff and hasa turnoverin excess
opening a
of £500 million. The group is expanding rapidly
new store every two weeks.
There are 130 staff in the systems department, organised in four

sections:

The business-systemssection, responsible for the information
systemsstrategy and the applications portfolio. The businesssystems account managers have full responsibility for
ensuring that the systems needsof the company s business
divisions are met.

The development section, which builds the applications
specified by the account managers.

The technical-strategy section, which defines common

requirements such as the network architecture, the hardware
and software strategy, and the data architecture. The data
administrator, who is responsible for the data architecture,
is a member ofthis section, as is the database administrator,

who is responsible for the physical implementation of the
databases.

The computer-services section, which runs the computers
and communications network.

B&Q has developed a three-level corporate data architecture
consisting of a corporate data model(the enterprise model),

subject-area data models, and project data models. The
companydescribes the corporate data modelas the high-level
modelof the whole organisation's use of data. This high-level
modelincludes about 50 of the major businessentities such as
products and suppliers

less important entities are excluded

from the modelatthis level. An entityis included in the corporate

model only if it is used in more than one subject area, and no
attributes of the entities are included. (Thus, the corporate model
does not specify that a customer record will always contain the

customer's name and address, for example.) B&Q uses
the corporate data model to provide an overview of the
company s data for senior executives and to control the
lowerlevels of the data architecture. The corporate data model
also forms the basis of B&Q s plans for a management
information database.

The subject-area data models cover specific subject areas of

the companyand typically maponto the organisation structure.

Examples of B&Q's subject areas are personnel, property, and

buying and merchandising. Thestarting point for developing
a subject-area data modelis a segmentof the corporate data
model. This is then enhanced andrefined by further analysis
of the subject area. At all times, the subject-area and the
corporate data models are kept consistent. Changes resulting
from refinements at the subject levelare reflected in the highlevel model, and changesin the high-level modellead to changes
in the subject-area data models.

The third and lowest level of the data architecture is the project data models. A project data model comprisesall or part
of a subject-area model, and forms a working data model
used by the development section. Project data models are
checked by the data-administration function for quality and
:
2
:
consistency.
B&Q believesthatits multilevel corporate data architecture is
essential to ensure that database applications are aligned to the

business strategy and that the development of corporate

databases can be controlled without the data administrator
becoming a bottleneck in the development process. The
companyalso believesthatit is essential to use software tools
such as a dictionary and diagramming aids. Without suchtools,
it is very difficult to control changesin the architecture and to
communicate the results to all parties.

:
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Creating a corporate data architecture

survey of 20 large US corporations carried out

during 1985 and 1986.)

We now describe four alternative approachesto the
top-down approach to developing a data architecture
basing the architecture on a high-level
business analysis, focusing the architecture
development on particular business objectives,
basing the architecture on a packaged data model,
and using a bottom-up approach. Three of these
have been used successfully by organisations
reported in the US study or interviewed in our own
research. The packaged-base approachis relatively
new and has beenused by a few organisations in
specific business sectors. Each of these approaches
provides fewer benefits than an architecture
developed with the top-down approach, but costs
less. One of these approaches may be more
appropriate than the top-down approach in
particular circumstances. Figure 2.3 shows when
each of them is applicable.
HIGH-LEVEL BUSINESS ANALYSIS

As in manyareasof planning,the first 20 per cent
of the planningeffort often yields 80 per cent of the
results. By restricting the developmentof a data
architecture to a rapid high-level analysis of the
business, taking one or two months at most, a
reasonably sound data architecture can be
produced quickly. The results of such an exercise
are used to identify and define several subject-area
data models that are critical to the organisation s
applications requirements.
This approach requires those developing the architecture to have considerable business knowledge
and data-analysis expertise. There is also a danger
that inconsistencies will later be found in the
architecture.
Figure 2.3

Alternatives to the top-down approach to
developing a data architecture
Approach
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We found that several organisations hadinitiated
their developmentof a complete data architecture
in this way. One of these was British Gas North
Western, whose experiences were described in

Figure 1.2.

FOCUSED APPROACH

Someorganisations have urgent and specific business needs. For example, a holding company might
be concerned primarily with particular needs such
as financial-reporting procedures and personnel
management. Other organisations may wish to
support particular business functions, such as a
production and delivery system, or to create a
database to meet a specific information need.
With the focused approach, the developmentof the
data architecture is concentrated exclusively on
these business functions, and a data modelis
created to coordinate the developmentof a family
of applications. This approachis suitable whenitis
necessary to demonstrate an early successin the
application of data-management techniques, or
when cost and time severely constrain the resources
available.
However, this method of developing a data
architecture can only producepart of the enterprise
model becausevital information needs may well be
omitted from the scope of the study.
PACKAGED-BASED APPROACH

In some industries, such as banking and finance,
sophisticated software packages are available to
handle manyof the functions ofthe organisation.
Packages such as these are, of necessity, very
flexible and sometimeshavetheir ownbuilt-in (and
documented) data models. Some database software
suppliers (Oracle, for example) also supply packaged

data models that can betailored to meet the needs

of a particular business sector. For example, in our
research we talked with two financial-services
companies that were using this approach to develop
a new data architecture (although each wasusing
a different package).

By using a package-based approach, the organisation benefits from the experience of the package
designer and obtains a documented data model.
This approachis particularly useful when the need
for change is urgent and when business and dataanalysis skills are in short supply.It also means that
the data architecture can be implemented much
earlier than with other approaches.

Sometimes it is possible to base the high-level
enterprise model on models for similar organisations, thereby speeding up the developmentof
the data architecture. For example, the enterprise
models of local-government authorities will have
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Chapter 2
many common characteristics. An expert data
analyst can quickly develop aninitial enterprise
model of these organisations, which can serve as a
guide to the development of subject-area data
models.

Although the package-based approachisrelatively
new and untried, we believe that it may well be
applicable in a range of industries. We suggest that
when Foundation members embark on a dataarchitecture exercise they should, as a matter of
course, investigate whether a package-base
approach could be used.
BOTTOM-UP APPROACH

Sometimes, organisations are too large and/or too
decentralised for any of the above methodsto be
practical. The development of a high-level enterprise modelis unlikely to be supported byall parts
of such an organisation. In this situation, an
alternative approachis to set standardsfor describing the data and gradually to integrate individual
data models as the application teams develop them.
This approach means that conflicts about data
sharing will have to be resolved on a day-to-day
basis, which meansthat the data architecture may
have to be compromised. It will also be necessary
to ensure that application developers use a
dictionary of shared data items.

The advantages of such a bottom-up approach are
that the lengthy processof storing descriptions in
the data dictionary is started immediately and that
duplicate and inconsistent data is no longer created.
The disadvantages are that inconsistencies in data
shared by existing applications will not be resolved
andit is unlikely that a set of subject-area data
models will be created. This approachis often used
by large, diverse organisations with many operating
companies. In such organisations, thereis usually
limited senior management commitment to a corporate-wide dataarchitecture, or the decentralised
philosophy mitigates against a corporate data
architecture.

MAKING THE CASE FOR DEVELOPING A
DATA ARCHITECTURE

The systems department has to overcome two major
obstacles when it sets out to develop a data
architecture for the organisation. First, it has to
persuade senior management (both within and
without the systems department) that the benefits
of an architecture will repay the investment in
effort required by the systems department and by
user departmentsto develop it. Although the effort
is not large compared with major systemdevelopment projects, many organisations find it
difficult to justify expenditure that cannot be
related to specific projects or business areas and
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that will not produce benefits until some time in the
future. Second, it has to use an approach that
results in a sound architecture and that the user
departments can understand and support.

Often, the need for data management is not
understood by senior managers and, as a result,
they mayraise objections to the developmentof a
corporate data architecture. One objection is that
it isnot possible to plan the use of data because the
resulting data model would not be able to reflect the
high rate of change experienced by the organisation. In practice, the high-level enterprise model
describes the fundamental aspects ofthe business,
and these tend to remain the same.It is the information requirements of business applications that
changerapidly as different aspects of the business
become moreor less important.

A second objection to developing a data architecture is that the organisation cannot afford the
resulting costs and disruption. Instead, new datamanagementsystemsare introduced without a data
architecture having been developedfirst. Although
this approach does, initially, avoid the cost of
developing a data architecture, webelieve thatit is
shortsighted. Without a data architecture, the full
benefits of new data-managementsystemswill not
be obtained. In the longer term, the organisationis
likely to have to spend much moreonrationalising
its databases and systemsthan it would have done
by investing in a data-architecture project at the
outset. The introduction of new data-management
systemsprovides a unique opportunity to make the
case for building a new data architecture.

Sometimes, the systems departmentis unfamiliar
with data-analysis and modelling methodsand, as
a result, the benefits that would derive from
developing a corporate data architecture are not
identified. In one organisation, the task of redeveloping the databases becameso urgentthat it
was taken out of the handsof the systems department and the responsibility was given to another
manager outside the systems department. (The
individual concernedhad previously workedin the
systems department, but was now assigned as a
troubleshooter , reporting to thechief executive.)

One of the strongest arguments for overcoming
these objections is to point out that many of the
difficulties of evolving to second-generation data
managementare caused because first-generation
databases were not developed in accordance with
a sound data architecture.

Implementing the data-managementapproachisa
long-term processand it is important to manage the
expectationsof the organisation s senior managers
so that the project to develop a data architecture
retains its momentum. If they do not appreciate the

Creating a corporate data architecture

nature of the task they will becomedisappointed at
the apparentlack of progress being made and will
question the needfor the project to continue.It is
important to ensure that senior management
understands that major benefits are derived from
data managementonly once critical massof data
is held ina datadictionary, and several subject-area
databases, conformingto the overall corporate data
architecture, have been developed. However,
Foundation members that were in the process
of implementing a corporate data architecture have

identified two benefits that result almost

immediately from adopting a corporate datamanagement approach:
Itmakesit easier for users to find relevant data.
Byestablishing an inventory of data, based on
a data dictionary, the data administrator of one
organisation had been able to reducethe time
taken by users to locate relevant data from
weeksto hours.

It reduces the time required to design new
applications. A major manufactureris developing
a corporate data architecturefor its European
operations, and providesa starter data model
to business analysts whenever a new application is initiated. This modelis derived from
a Europeandivisional data model (equivalent
to the enterprise model) and contains definitions
of many of the items of data required by the
application. The company claims that this
approach can reduce the time required to
design an application by as much as 50 per cent
because it removes muchof the requirementsanalysis effort previously needed to identify
and describe the data used by the application.

The longer-term benefits of establishing a wellmanaged corporate data architecture are moredifficult to quantify and morediffuse in their impact,
but, ultimately, they are more significant. In particular, a data architecture makes it easier to
integrate systemsacross several different departments of the organisation andto build applications
that can be usedto access the databaseseasily and
that can be changedeasily whenthe data structure
is amended. Two examples of ensuing practical
business benefits are described below:
Alarge manufacturing company foundthat, in
order to be able to compete successfully, it was
essential to integrate information from the
wholeof its product cycle (sales, design, production, and delivery). The developmentof an

organisation-wide data architecture was the

key to this integration, even though it was
costly to implement.

Anotherorganisation (a conglomerate operating primarily in theleisure, hotel, and brewing
industries) adopted a corporate-wide data
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architecture because it was continually subjected to organisational changeasparts of the
organisation were acquired or sold-off, and

becauseit was faced with even greater changes

in the future due to newlegislation. Theexisting applications could not cope with changes

on this scale becauseofinconsistenciesin their

data descriptions. Data analysis was used to
produce a data architecture that ensured there
were consistent data definitions across the
organisation and that could provide theflexi. bility to cope with the changes.

If data is to be managed as a shared corporate
resource, then key managers need to understand
whydata is important and why they need to view
the corporate databasesas essential ingredientsof
their business success. Wheredifferent aspects of
business processes are carried out by many
departments, then staff in those departments need
to understand each other s data and, at least in
outline, the activities that create and maintain the
data. To develop this common understanding,
managementandstaff therefore need to understand the parts of the corporate enterprise model
that affect their work.

A data architecture can also improvethe availability
of information for management and decisionsupport purposes and can lead to improved
application-development productivity.

PLANNING AND EXECUTING A
DATA-ARCHITECTURE PROJECT

The developmentof a corporate data architecture
is a very difficult task to carry out successfully.
Data-architecture projects have frequently failed
because basic common-sense rules have been
ignoredin setting up the projectandin selecting the
methods used to carry out the project. Some
organisations have avoided these difficulties by
ensuring that the project steering committee
includessenior business managementrepresentatives. This arrangement has two main benefits:
It gives the project a sufficiently high profile

to ensure that all parts of the organisation
cooperate fully with the team members.

Itenables the project team to resolve problems
concerning changes to the organisational
structure and scope, and the ownership and
definitions of data. If the team is unable to
resolve these problems, the success of the
project will be jeopardised.

A keytask in planning the developmentof a data
architectureis to define the scopeofthe project.
The scope may cover the whole organisation, a
companyin the organisation, or a business unit. In
defining the scope,it is necessary to balance the
potential for data sharing against the difficulties
and expense of managinga largerproject.
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Senior user managementshould be involved closely
with the project. Unless senior user managers are
involved, the resulting data architecture will be

perceived as a technical requirement that is

irrelevant to the organisation as a whole. Data-

analysis skills are vital to the successof the study

butit is important that these are provided by staff
with significant business knowledge, and whoare
not seen as data processing technicians.

User departments should also be involved in the
data-architecture project helping the analysts to
understand their data requirements and helping to
make the design decisions during the development
of the enterprise model. In this way, user departments will gain a valuable understandingof the data
architecture as it is developed andwill feel that they
own their part of the architecture.

© Butler Cox & Partners Limited 1988

Creating a corporate data architecture

Theprocessof developing a data architecture fora
large organisation will generate a lot of information.
In orderto avoid being overwhelmedby paper, it is
sensible to use a suitable analysts workbench
software tool and/or a data-dictionary system.
Using aids such as these has the additional
advantageof generating data dictionary that can
then be used as the starting point for the development of database applications.

Finally, many data architectures are ignored after
they have been completed, and the expense of
developing them is wasted. Implementing a data
architecture once it has been defined requires
considerable commitment. This commitment is
easier to gainif there is a powerful champion who
is able to see the implementationof the architecture
through to completion.
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Establishing the technical basis for
corporate databases

In Chapter 1 wesaid that three new typesof datamanagementsystem data dictionaries, relational
databases, and distributed databases
were
necessary to providethe basis for the construction
of corporate databases. (Werefer to these as secondgeneration data-management systems.) The new
systems are required because the new corporate
databases developed from the corporate data architecture need to be managed by more powerful and
flexible facilities than were available with previous
database implementations.
Data-dictionary systems have been available in
various formsfor more than decade,butit is only
now that they are acquiring the capabilities to allow
them to comeinto widespread use. We expect that
a data-dictionary system will become one of the
most important elements of corporate data-

managementsystems.

Relational database management systems, on the
other hand, are less mature, but their capability is
advancing rapidly as they are being enthusiastically
taken up by corporate systems departments. Re-

lational databases are now well established in
decision-support applications, and we expectthat,
by the end of the 1980s, major operational applications will begin to make use of relational databases. Relational databaseswill provide the means
of structuring and accessingdata in the flexible way
that will be neededif the use of corporate databases
is to evolve with the organisation s information
needs.
Distributed database managementsystemsare the
least mature type of data-management system,
both in the capabilities of the products that are
available and in organisations understanding of
their capabilities and potential applications. Most
of the theoretical problems associated with distributed databases have now been solved, but the
widespread implementation of distributed databasesis still several years away. Nonetheless, there
are nowdozensof successful implementations of
partially distributed databases, and, as we discuss
later, distributed database management systems
will play an important role in supporting the
corporate databasesof the future.
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In the remainderof this chapter we discuss the
underlying concepts of the three types of datamanagementsystemsandassess their current and
potential capabilities in detail.

DATA-DICTIONARY SYSTEMS

In her book on data analysis (whichis listed in the
bibliography), Rosemary Rock-Evanswrites that
the data dictionary is Managementservices own
database and has such potential as a provider of
information that one can scarcely be in danger of
overselling it. Our research confirmed that systems
departmentsare indeed beginning to recognise the
data dictionary asa vital facility that can support
many of the activities of the department. In our
view, systems departments that do not have access
to such facility are, in effect, flying blind . Data
dictionaries will also play an increasingly important
role in providing users with direct access to
databases. This latter point is discussed furtherin
the next chapter.
A critical mass of data descriptions must be
entered into the data dictionary before the benefits
of corporate databases can be fully realised.
Unfortunately, however, it often takes several years

to loadall data descriptions into a data dictionary.

Many Foundation members confirmedthatcreating
a datadictionary is a lengthy andlaborioustask that
can only be progressed as new applications are
developed. If the long-term benefits of data
managementareto berealised, it is therefore vital
that data descriptions from new applications are
documented in the data dictionary. In order to
exploit the potential of data-dictionary systems,it
is important to understandtheir characteristics and
their potential.
THE VARIOUS TYPES OF DATA DICTIONARY

Although data-dictionary systems have been in use

for more than decade,they have hadless attention
paid to them than other typesof data-management
system. Both suppliers and user organisations have
devoted insufficient resources to them to enable
them to reach their full potential. However, they are
now evolving into very extensive systems for
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controlling the resources of an organisation. Figure
3.1 shows how they are developing in termsof the
information that they control andtheir use.

The most basic form of data dictionary is a data
directory. A directory holdsdescriptionsof the data
used by the database managementsystem, and it is
used solely by the database administrator to
manage the database. The next stage in the
evolutionis to use the system as a data dictionary
that also contains information about the applications that use the data (programs, screen layouts,
report layouts, and so on). Recording this
information in a data dictionary allowsthe effects
of changes to applications or data to be assessed

easily. DEC s Common Data Dictionary (CDD)

productis typical of such data dictionaries. This
productprovidesa definition language that is used
to describe the entries in the dictionary and allows
the information stored in the dictionary to be
shared by several Vax data-management systems.
Thethird stage in the evolution of data dictionary
systems is to use them as an encyclopaedia that
holds business-analysis data as well as applications
and database information. The information held in
a data encyclopaedia provides support forall stages
of the system developmentlife cycle, from theinitial
analysis to applications testing and maintenance.
ICL has been a leader in developing this type of
dictionary system withits Data Dictionary System
Figure 3.1

Evolutionof data dictionaries from a simple
directory to a powerful data repository

Database

Directory

description

(DDS). Several Foundation members told us that
DDSisa vital elementof their application-development environment.

Other data-encyclopaedia products are emerging
from relational database suppliers such as Oracle
and from the suppliers of integrated Case
(computer-aided systems engineering) tools, whose
products provide data-dictionary facilities as a
matter of course. Such tools are used throughout
thelife cycle of asystem and can be used to create
the data architecture andtheresulting data models
and databases. These facilities are usually based on
arelational database managementsystem. (There
is still a great deal of confusion about whatCase is
andis not. The forthcoming Foundation Report on
the topic of Case will clarify the situation.)

Thefinal stage in the evolution of data dictionaries
isto use them as data repositories. A data repository
contains information about data and applications
and supports the whole of the developmentlife
cycle, together with information about some
operationsactivities such as change management,
operating-systems management, and network
management. A data repository is thus a large and
complex database that collects data from several
data-managementsystemsand from other software
systems. No data-repository productsareavailable
at present, although several suppliers (including
IBM)plan to introducethis type of product by the
beginningof 1990. Others (ICL and Software AG, for
example) are enhancing their existing datadictionary products to enable them to be used as
data repositories. Figure 3.2 shows the content and
use of a data repository.

Data dictionaries allow data-managementsystems
and data-managementtools to be linked together
to form an integrated set of products with common
Figure 3.2
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data descriptions. An integrated set of datamanagement systems andtools simplifies the task
of developing corporate databases. Dictionaries are
already importanttools for data administration and
for applications development. They are also
beginning to be usedto help users access corporate
databases, and for applications conversion.
Data administration
A data encyclopaedia is often used during the
developmentof a data architecture to support the
development of a high-level enterprise model.
During our research we encountered one organisation where the team developing the enterprise
modelhadinstalled an ICL computer mainly to use
the ICL Data Dictionary System. Such encyclopaediasalso provideanessential link between the
high-level enterprise model and the more detailed
descriptions of the subject-area data models
required for applications development.
Applications development
Few applications developers would contemplate
developing major new applications without the use
of a dictionary to ensure that data items are consistently named and used. Experience shows that
dictionaries save considerable amounts of application-development effort. Dictionaries are now
the central component of Case tools that assist
developers to design applications. In a Case tool, the
dictionary supports a complete development
environment, with the design documents of each
development stage beingstored in the dictionary,
and screen andreport definitions being generated
from data storedin the dictionary. Case tools can
even use the dictionary to generate test data.
User access
Atpresent, the use of data dictionaries is mainly
confined to the systems department, although they
are increasingly being used in a user environment
for prototyping, as decision-support tools (in Focus
from Information Builders, for example) and as part
of natural-language interfaces. In each of these
areas, data dictionaries allow the meaningof the
data items to be described in terms that will be
understood by users and enable users to understand
the language of the databases.

An interesting example of the use of a data
dictionaryin a user environmentis provided by an
insurance organisation that uses the ICL DDS data
dictionary as a developmenttool. The user representatives assigned to developmentprojects were
able to access the applications design, which was
held in the dictionary. Using the dictionary in this
way allowed the user representatives to assess and
comment on the design as it was generated by the
analysts. The result was much better participation
by the users in the developmentprocess.
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Applications conversion

A data dictionary that contains a well-documented
description of an existing application can often
allow the application to be redeveloped at a much
lower cost than would otherwise be thecase. In
theory, after an application has been completely
defined in a data encyclopaedia an advanced Case
tool could generate the actual programs and
database automatically. This approach provides a
low-cost methodof converting applications to new
computersystems and databases. Thus, an organisation can use a data dictionary to documentits
existing applicationsovera period of time, and then
transfer the applications to a new computing

environment.

LIMITATIONS OF DATA DICTIONARIES

Although data dictionaries have beenavailablefor
several years, they still have someseriousshort-

comings. Oneof the main difficulties is that many

existing dictionary products hold only a subset of
the total data used by the systems department,
which means that it is difficult to manage and
coordinate changesin the programsthat access the
databases.

Anotherproblemis that the scope of a dictionary
is often too narrow becauseit does not collect data
from all the data-managementsystems and tools
that arelikely to be usedin an organisation. IBM,
for example, provides several separate dictionary
productsfor IMS, for the CSP application-generator
product, andfor DB2. It does not yet provide single
dictionary productthat cancollect and store data
from all its data-management products.

Another shortcoming of several data-dictionary
systems, whichresults from the way that they have
evolved as programmingaids, is that they hold
descriptionsof the use of data only at the program
level and they cannot relate this data to the
enterprise and data models that describe the most
importantentities of the organisation. In addition,
these systems cannot detect that different names
have been usedto describe the samedataitem. This
type of data dictionary is oflittle use in helping
usersto find anduse the data they require, nor can
they be used to support the development of a
corporate data architecture.

It is also not easy to exchange data between
different data-dictionary products. All of the
dictionaries in use in an organisation need to be
linked together sothat their data descriptions can

be coordinated andcontrolled.

Existing data dictionary products are often difficult
to use becauseit takestime to learn how to use their
commands and becauseof the poorlayout of their
display screens. When the main users of datadictionary systems were systems programmers and
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It should be easy to use by non-experts.

database designers, a poor user interface wasless
ofaproblem. Now that a wider range of people need
access to data dictionaries, ease-of-access is
becoming an important factor. The popularity of
Case tools that use graphics-based interfaces to
their encyclopaedias illustrates the value of easyto-use interfaces.

It should beflexible so that it can be tailored
to the unique requirements of the organisation.

It should be capable of exchanging data with
otherdata dictionaries.

PLANNING FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF
ADATA DICTIONARY

A data dictionary is the central element of data
management, and organisations need to plan
carefully for the introduction and development of
thisimportant resource. We expectdata dictionaries
to continue to evolve as they are used to manage
more of the data and resources of the systems
department. Particular aspects that need to be
taken into accountin developing a data-dictionary
plan are theselection of asuitable data-dictionary
system, the need for active and passive data
dictionaries, the introductionof international datadictionary standards, and the increasing use of data
dictionaries for operational support.

Selecting a data-dictionary system
When introducing a new data dictionary, its
selection should be given as muchattention as the
selection of a database management system or
systems-development method. The product chosen
should ideally overcome the limitations of data
dictionaries discussed earlier
in particular:

It should interface with all the other datamanagement products and tools used by the
organisation.

Figure 3.3

The last of these requirements is necessary because
different data dictionaries will be used to meet
different needs. For example, two major database
management systems suppliers (Oracle and
Relational Technology Inc, the supplier of Ingres)
provide separate dictionaries for controlling the
operational database andfor supporting applications
development. Furthermore, Case tools and other
products suchas Intellect and Focusall have their
own data dictionaries, and separate data dictionaries are often used with decision-support databases.
Eachof these data dictionaries needsto be linked
to a master dictionary that records the complete
resources of the systems department. A typical
hierarchy of dictionaries is shown in Figure 3.3.

Some data-dictionary suppliers have built interfaces between certain dictionaries. MSP s Data
Manager, for example, can exchange data with
Cullinet s IDMS/R and IDD and with IBM s DB2 and

SQL/DS.

The need for active and passive dictionaries
The different types of data dictionariesin use in an
organisation will be used either as active or passive
dictionaries. An active data dictionary is updated
automatically by data-managementsystems and

A hierarchyof closely linked data dictionaries will be used to ensure consistent data descriptions
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application programs wheneverthe data stored in
the dictionary is changed. Thus,an active dictionary would monitor user queries and immediately
include any changes madeto the database structure
anewuser view,for example. Figure 3.4 shows

the way in which an active data dictionary is
used. A passive datadictionary, on the other hand,
is not updatedas the database and applications are
changed. Instead, it has to be updated separately
by the data administrator and application developers
and by transferring data to it from other data
dictionaries.
An active data dictionary that is fully integrated
with the data-managementsystemsandthe associated
data-access tools provides a completely accurate
picture of the current state of the corporate
databases. However, only data dictionaries that are
supplied with a particular data-management system
can providethis level of integration, which means

that the scope of the data dictionary has to be
limited when several data-management systems are
Figure 3.4

Anactive data dictionary is updated
automatically as changesto the databases
are madebythe data administrator, system
developers, and business users
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inuse. On the other hand, a passive datadictionary
can be used to hold descriptions from several data-

management systems, which meansthat the scope

of the dictionary can be wider, although the data
will not be updatedin realtime. The advantages and
disadvantages of active and passive data dictionaries are comparedin Figure 3.5. The hierarchy of
data dictionaries illustrated in Figure 3.3 would
consist of several active, specialised data dictionaries that transfer data, under the control of the
data administrator, to a passive, master data

dictionary.

International standards for data dictionaries

In the area of international standards for data

dictionaries, a commondata-dictionary standard,
known as the Information Resource Dictionary
Standard (IRDS), is being developed by the ISO and
ANSI standards organisations. The aim of this

standard is to make it easier to transfer data
between data dictionaries. IRDS is based on the

relational database model, and defines the structure of a standard data dictionary, and a standard
computerinterface for data-managementsystems
used to access and manipulate data in the
dictionary. It is being developed as an open
standardso that data can also be exchanged with
many other types of systems such as language
compilers, Case tools, application generators, database managementsystems, and applications themselves. The concept of IRDSis of great interest to
suppliers and users of data-managementsoftware
and is being progressed, although a standard is
unlikely to be agreed before 1990.

Using data dictionaries for operational support
In a complex mainframe environment, a large
numberof changesto the databases, applications,
systems software, and computer and communi-

cations hardware have to be managed while

continuingto provide reliable service to the user
community. The problems of managing the changes
requires considerable time andeffort by the systems
development and operations departments. A data
dictionary that stores details of all the systems
Figure 3.5
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resources (hardware, software, operating-system
parameters, user identifiers, and so on) will be a

great help inreducingthe problemstoa manageable

size. Software AGis one of several suppliers of datamanagement software that plans to extend its
dictionary system to managethis type of data. Its
Predict data-dictionary system will document and
control the system configuration for the IBM S/370
architecture and will store data about the performance of system components and resources,

such as IBM s VTAM software.

RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
Relational database managementsystemsare based
onarigorous mathematical theory developed in the
early 1970s by Ted Codd whilst he was working for
IBM. Translating the theory into usable products
has taken a long time, both becauseof limitations
of technology and becauseof scepticism about the
practicality of relational theory. However, today
there are more than 50 relational database products, and tensofmillions of dollars are being spent
on implementing relational databases.

Arelational database hasthree essential elements
the logical database structure, the databasemanipulation facilities, and the database-integrity
facilities. The structure of a relational databaseis
madeupof tables containing rows and columnsas
illustrated in Figure 3.6. Each row contains the data
(attributes) of a particular entity, and each column
staff salaries, for
contains similar data items
understand data
to
easy
it
example. People find
hence the
way
this
in
represented
whenit is
. Data
spreadsheets
ter
microcompu
of
popularity
items can be accessed from the database by name
or key without needing to know how,or where, they
are physically stored.

The database-manipulation facilities enable the
structure of the database to be created and changed
and the data to be updated and accessed. The most
common relational database manipulation language
in use today is SQL (structured query language),
which was developed originally by IBM. (Note that
SQL is not, in fact, a computer language in the
conventional sense, because it cannot be used by
itself to develop application programs.)

The database-integrity facilities are the most
critical and the least-well implemented aspectof
relational databases. They ensure that the rules the
database designerincluded in the data model are
for example,
followed by the database users
ensuring that, ina personnel application, a departmentof the organisation cannot be removed from
the database until all the staff in that department
have been transferred to another department.
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Thesefacilities are the most difficult part of the
relational concept to implement because they have
anadverse affect on performance. Hence,they are
missing from many of today s relational database
products.
We now review the benefitsof relational databases
compared with first-generation databases and
provide guidelinesfor selecting and using relational
products. We also emphasise that a moveto relational technology should be made with caution
because the use of the technologyis still relatively
immature.
BENEFITS OF RELATIONAL DATABASES

Many observers of the IT industry claim that
relational databases merely provide thefacilities
that suppliers claimed were available with firstgeneration databasesystems. Thus,the difference
between a relational database management system and database management systems such as
IMSand IDMSis moreoneof degree than of type.
Nevertheless, relational databases do provide
substantial benefits compared with earlier systems.
In particular, relational database management
systems:

Enable asubject-area data modelto be implemented clearly and accurately.

Provide an easier method for changing the
structure of databases and the ways in which
they are accessed.

Enable users to access databasesdirectly and
easily.

Canhelp to improveapplication-development
productivity.

Figure 3.6

Relational databases have a tabular
structure made up of rows and columns

Department table
Department I/D
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The physical level that manages the way data
is stored on magnetic discs.

Clear implementation of a subject-area
data model
First-generation data-management systems often
could not be used to implement the complete logical
structure of a data model because doing so would
have led to excessive complexity and operational
inefficiency. The table structure of relational
databases makesit almost impossible not to implement the completelogical structure.

The benefits of implementing the completelogical
structure are that it makes it easy for users to
understand the database, the database can easily
be related to the overall data model(particularly the
enterprise model), anditis easier to ensurethatall
the databases are consistent.
Easier database management and access
Manyof the Foundation members that attended our
focus groups consideredlack of flexibility to be a
major problem withtheir existing database systems.
Their databases and applications were very difficult
to change and the changes took a long time to
implement.
Relational databases and the applications that use
them are more flexible because they are implemented by using a three-layer model of the database. Implementing a database with independent
layers insulates the user from changesto the data
architecture and insulates the data architecture
from changesto the physical database storage. The
three layers are:

Theconceptual-schemalevel that defines the
logical database (corresponding to the third
level of the data architecture discussed in the
previous chapter).

The user- and application-view level that
providessets of database recordstailored for
a particular use.

Figure 3.7 shows the three independentlayers of an
advancedrelational database. Changes can be made
in each of the layers without affecting the other
layers. One advantageis that the physical design of
the database can be optimised after the applications
have been implemented, when usage and data
volumesare better known. Another advantageis
that applications are not affected by changes to
parts of the database that they do not use. It is
therefore mucheasier to maintain relational database applications.If, for example, the logical model
defined at the conceptual-schemalevelis changed
to add more details about customers, then existing
applications that do not need to access the extra
details do not need to be changed.

Easier access to databases by users
Inarelational database, each user can be provided
with a view (or subset) of the parts of the database
specific to his or her information requirements. A
view is constructed by the user or by the data
administratorand consistsof a set of data items and

Figure 3.7 The three layers used by advancedrelational database management systems

User view 1

User view 3

Physical storage
The physical layer describesthe implementationof the database,the conceptuallayer describesthe logical design ofthe complete
database, and the user viewsdescribe the different ways that users and applications can view the data.
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an extract from the complete database. Figure 3.8
shows an example of a user view thatconsists of the
names of staff located in one department of the

organisation. A view therefore enables a database

user to work with familiar record structures while
hiding the more complex underlying structure. A
view can also be used to control access to the
database by prohibiting access by certain users to
specific parts of the database.

With the most advancedrelational systems, a view
can even be updated by the user. The system
ensuresthat all the relevant parts of the database
are updated. Withfirst-generation databases, users
need to be more aware of the underlying physical
structure in orderto retrieve the data.
Improved application-development productivity
Manyof the Foundation membersthat responded
to the questionnaires sent out at the beginning of
the research expected that the use of relational
database systems would lead to improvementsin
application-development productivity. The productivity gain attributable to relational databases
is difficult to quantify because the move to a
relational database is often accompanied by the
introduction of an advanced system-building tool
and/or a data dictionary. However,relational databases provide two major systems-development
benefits
they can improve programmer productivity and they simplify the task of the database
designer.

Relational databases improve programmer productivity because they makethe task of accessing
the database much simpler compared with firstgeneration databases. With first-generation databases, programmers required a detailed knowledge
of the physical structureof the databasein order to
write the correct database-access code. With a
relational database, programmers can work with
logical data descriptions and they need only deal
with a simplified view (subset) of the whole database. Furthermore, programmers access a relational
database using SQL, the high-level database-access

Figure 3.8
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language. SQL is much more powerfulthanfirstgeneration database-access languages and can
select, retrieve, and update asetof records at atime.
Relational databases therefore simplify the task of
database programming and reduce the amountof
code that programmers have to write.

Development productivity is also improved by
relational databases because database designers do
not have to consider physical constraints when the
databaseis beinglogically designed. Withrelational
database managementsystems, the logical design
of the database is created first and the physical
design is developed and refined as more becomes
knownabout the applications workload. Logicaland physical-design tasks can thus be considered
separately, thereby simplifying the design process.
SHORTCOMINGS OF RELATIONAL DATABASE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS

Althoughrelational databases are a considerable
improvementovertheir first-generation counterparts, relational products are still relatively
immature, particularly in termsoftheir operational
performance.It is therefore importantto consider
the shortcomings of relational products when
choosinga relational database managementsystem
andselecting suitable applications. The major drawbacksrelate to operational performance,to database integrity, and to the current implementations
of SQL.

Relational database performance
User organisations are concernedthat the operational performanceofrelational databases will be
inferior to that for first-generation database products. Our research showsthatrelational databases
still provide slowerretrieval than a well-designed
first-generation database. Therelative differences
between the performanceoffirst-generation and
relational databases cannot be quantified exactly
because the actual performance depends so much
on the particular applications and the software
being used. In general, relational database
managementsystems perform better whenthey are
used for complex data-retrieval purposes. Their
performanceis not as good whentheyare used to
process a high numberof simple, and repetitive,
updates to an operational database. Sharon
Weinberg, President of the Codd and Date
Consulting Group, which specialises in relational
database technology, estimates that release 2 of
Version 1 of DB2 is 40 per cent slower than an
equivalent IMS application. However, benchmark
tests indicate that performance varies considerably
between different relational database products.
The best perform up to seven timesfaster than the
worstin thesetests.

The first releases of relational software were,
without doubt, very inefficient. However, their
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operational performance has been improved considerably andthereis still considerable scope for
further improvements. For example, the latest
version of the Oracle productis up to 40 times faster
than the version available six years earlier. Further
performance improvementswill be made because
most suppliersof relational database management
systemshavenotyet fully optimised their physical
storage structures, because advanced software
is being introduced to optimise database-access
requests, and because mostrelational databases can
use the larger amounts of random-access memory
now available with many computer systems to
speed up database access. (IBM provides up to 2
gigabytes of expanded memory to improve the
performance of DB2, for example.) As a result of
these changes, relational database suppliers are
able to promise that each new productrelease will
improve performance by up to 40 per cent. An
example of the improvements that can be achieved
is provided by a version of the Oracle relational
database productthat is optimised for transaction
processing. This version, which was released in
early 1988, is claimed to provide a six-fold performance improvement over previous versions.

Even at today s levels, the performance of some
relational databasesis sufficient to handleall but
the largest and most demanding applications. A
performance benchmark of DB2 Version 2 (which
will be available by the end of 1988) conducted by
IBM shows a maximum transaction rate of 186
Figure 3.9

transactions per second at 90 per cent CPUutilisation on an IBM 3090-600E. (Few commercial
online systems need to process this workload
volume, however.) And Tandem claims thatits
NonStop SQL product is capable of processing
more than 200 transactions per second whenitis
used with multiple processors to accessa singleimage database. These figures support the suppliers claims that relational databases should
eventually perform at least as well as first-generation databases.
Figure 3.9 showsthe rangeof applications for which

IBM s DB2 can now be usedinstead of IMS and IMS

Fast Path. The performance of DB2 allowsit to be
used for simple transactions being processed at a
rate of up to 50 transactions per second and for
complex transactions at up to about five transactions per second. DB2 is therefore a feasible
alternative to IMS for most business-computing
requirements. However, it requires substantial
additional computing resources compared with
IMS, which meansthat, in straight operational
terms, DB2is not as cost-effective as IMS.
Database-integrity features
Manyrelational database products do not provide
support for referential integrity (although DB2
Version 2 will provide these features). Referential
integrity (sometimes known as foreign-key
support), ensures that the links between entities
modelled ina relational database are maintained by

IBM s DB2 relational database managementsystem is a feasible alternative to IMS for most business
computing requirements
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applications using the database. For example, in an

order-processing database it would usually be
incorrect to add an order to the databaseif a
corresponding customer record doesnotexist. The
customer record must be established first. In
addition, it should not be possible to delete the
customerrecord if order records for the customer
are still held in the database. Without referentialintegrity features that ensure these types of checks
are made, the databaseis vulnerable to corruption.
Moreover, application programmers must include
additional logic in their programs to provide the
necessary integrity checks.

Referential-integrity features are included as part
of the specification for the SQL database-access
language. Unfortunately, the current SQL standard
defines referential integrity only in an addendum
and many suppliers have not implemented the
features because of the performancepenalties that
would be incurred. SQL2, the next version of the
standard, will include referential integrity as an
essential element of the language. The SQL2
standard is expected to be published in 1989,
although manysuppliers arelikely to anticipate the
standard andprovide referential-integrity features
earlier than this. At present, Sybase (marketed
by the company of the same name) and Cincom s
Supra are the leading products in the area of
referential integrity. Although referential-integrity
features will enhance the utility of relational
database managementsystems, their introduction
is likely to increase significantly the hardware
resources required to run such systems.

SQL standards
The SQL language is the means by which relational
databases are created and manipulated. SQL is
a very important element of relational databases
the
becauseit offers the prospect of portability
database
between
ability to transfer applications
systems and to mix and match database-access
tools and relational database managementsystems.

Before complete portability can be provided,
however, all suppliers will have to provide a
standardversion of the SQL language. A standard
for SQLhas beenestablished by ANSI, the American
National StandardsInstitute, and IBM claimsthat
it will support the ANSISQL standardaspart of its
systems applications architecture (SAA). Many
othersuppliers of database-management software
are also planning to support this standard. The
current standard for SQL (Level 1) does not specify
all aspects of the language (for example the
description of errors in database access requests).
The next version of the ANSI standard (Level2) will
address many of these shortcomings.

In the meantime, the IBM DB2 version of SQLis
likely to become aninterim defacto standard. It is
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certainly the version of SQL that IBM will be
marketing most vigorously. (IBM provides three
different versions of SQL at present.) This version,
in the near future, will become the basis for
practical links between separate data-management
systems. SQLis unlikely to be superseded by any
other relational database-access and maintenance
language, and eventually will evolve into a powerful
international standard that supports a high degree
of portability.
TIMING THE MOVE TO RELATIONAL DATABASES

Organisations should considercarefully the timing
of their move to relational databases. Relational
database management system productsare still
relatively immature and, as yet, not many large
operational applications have been implemented.
Figure 3.10 overleaf shows the use of relational
databases reported by Foundation members. It
showsclearly that, at present, a small percentage
of corporate data is held in relational databases.
However, these figures should be treated with
caution because different organisations define
relational in different ways, and someof the data
included in Figure 3.10 refers to databases that
provide much of the functionality of relational
systems without adheringstrictly to their concepts.

We showed earlier (in Figure 3.9) that many
applicationsare practical within the currentlevels
of relational database performance. However,it
should be noted that, as databases growin size, the
performanceof relational databases decreasesin a
nonlinear way that is hard to predict.

Nevertheless, we believe that the time has now
come for many organisations to begin using
relational technology. An organisation about to
embark on a major overhaul of its applications
portfolio would be well advised to move to relational technology at the sametime. Delaying any
longerwill only postponethe inevitable move and
will make the task of converting existing databases
and applications even moredifficult than it would
be today. First-generation databases, and their
associated tools, have effectively reached the end
of theirlife cycle. From now on, new data-management tools will depend on relational technology.
Someleadingorganisations have already recognised
the advantagesof moving to relational technology
soonerrather than later. For example, Marks and
Spencer plc, a leading UKretail chain, has created
avery large database using DB2, and Amro Bankin
the Netherlands will now use DB2 for all new
development work.

Other organisationswill prefer to wait until they can
make a convincing cost-benefits case for investing
in relational databases for major applications. In
doingthis, they will need to compare the additional
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(Source: Survey of Foundation members)

costs of using relational databases with the benefits
of improved developmentproductivity and earlier
applications implementation. Maintenance costs
will also be reduced because relational databases

Although distributed-database technology is relatively immature,rapid progress is being made and
practical applications are now possible.

The projected cost-benefits of relational technology
for a particular application can be depicted on the

Tointegrate data storedin different databases
andto distribute the data amongthedatabases.

are more flexible and hence easier to change.

type of graph shown in Figure 3.11. This shows that

thecosts of developing relational database appli:

cation are lower than a nonrelational database

application, but that the runningcostsaresignificantly higher. A relational database is therefore a
suitable choice for applications with a short anticipated operational life, for applications with
complex database requirements that will benefit
particularly from the improved applications-development productivity available with relational data-

bases,for thosethatare likely tochange rapidlyand

will thus benefit from the improvedflexibility

provided byrelational databases, and for those with
small processing volumes.

DISTRIBUTED DATABASES

A distributed database enables data to be stored at
manydifferent sites without the user needing to be
aware ofthe locationof the data whenit is updated
or accessed. The data can either be partitioned (that
is, each site holds part of the database) or repli-

cated, where the same data is held at each site.
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Distributed database systemswill be used mainly
for three technical purposes:

3

T° Overcome operational-performance

problems.

To match applications to the most suitable
configuration of mainframes, minicomputers,
and microcomputers.

Eachof these three areas is now discussedin turn.
INTEGRATING AND DISTRIBUTING DATA

As computers anddatabasesproliferate throughout

the organisation,it is quite likely that individual
departments will create their own islands of data.

Asaconsequence,there will be an increasing need
to integrate and distribute data on a regularbasis.
Distributed-database systems are designed to
distribute data reliably and efficiently and they will
provide muchbetter facilities than the existing

crude and inefficient database-extract facilities
now used by many organisations. A particular
problem with present extractfacilities is the need
to halt operational systems whenextracts are made,
in order to obtain data that is consistent at a

particular point in time. This requirement places
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Relational technology allows applications to be implemented earlier and at lower cost, but

the running costs are higher than nonrelational technology
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serious constraints on the frequency of updating
and on the currency of database extracts used for
decision-support purposes.

Another problem experienced by many organisations today concernsthedifficulty of maintaining
separate databases that contain different versions
of the same data. Theprocessof ensuring that these
databasesare in step with each other can be very
time-consuming because it is often necessary to
copy large portions of one database to another.
Moreover, this copying usually has to be done during
a weekend, or at best overnight. Existing copymanagement software often does not provide
adequate proceduresfor controlling different generato
tions of data, with the result thatit is difficult
es
databas
nt
differe
in
held
ensure that the data
is consistent. Distributed-database management
es
systems provide better copy-management faciliti
ues.
techniq
because they use more advanced

An example of such facility is DEC s Vax Data
Distributor. This product can create and automatically manage several extracts from a database.
Two modesofoperation are available extraction,
e
which creates a complete new version of the remot
the
only
its
transm
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database, andreplication,
es
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formance problemsof controlling several database
copies, and they provide the meansof obtaining upto-the-minute managementinformation without
affecting the performance of the operational
database.

OVERCOMING PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

Some organisations need to process very high
volumes of transactions against large volumes of
data (more than 50 transactions per secondaccessing a database containingtens of gigabytesof data).
These applications are becomingincreasingly difficult to handle as single-image databases on one
mainframe because the growth in mainframeperformanceis being outstripped by the growth in the
workload of many organisations. Mainframe processing poweris increasing by about 20 per cent a
year while most organisations workloadis growing
at 40 per cent a year. Theresultis longer response
times for large database applications.
These performance problems can be reduced by
distributing data and transactions to multiple
systems, each of which is used to handle a part
of the load. Moreover, distributed databases can
provide much greaterscope for incremental capacity
growth thana single mainframe system. The distributed-database approach allows the Tandem
NonStop SQL product to achieve the impressively
high performance level we described earlier on
page 20.
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MATCHING APPLICATIONS TO THE COMPUTING
CONFIGURATION

Distributed database managementsystems permit
applications to be matched to the capabilities of
different types of hardware in the most economic
and effective way. In general, microcomputers are
moresuitable for user-interactive applications, and
mainframes are moresuitable for large-scale data

Figure 3.12

Three-level architecture for distributed
database applications

Operational
data

Corporate

systems

management.

Thereis a general trend to move applications and
databases away from central systems to departmental and workstation systems. In this architecture, the central systems act as an intelligent
database server
responding to requests for
extracts from the database and acting as an
operational transaction server by processing the
transactions against the operational databases.
Departmental systems are used to store depart-

mental data and local decision-support data, and

personal systemsare used to store personal data and
to provide an easy-to-use interface to the other
two types of system. Each of these levels in the
computing configuration exploits the individual
strengthsof the type of computing equipmentused.
A distributed database management system can be
used to managethe links between the three databaselevels so that the user does not need to know
where datais located in the overall configuration.
The database manager can therefore store data
accordingto thefacilities required to manipulateit
and the degree to which it needs to be shared.
Figure 3.12 shows an example of a three-level
architecture for distributed-database applications.
Products such as NonStop SQL, Sybase, and
Ingres/Star can support this type of architecture.
Microcomputer workstationswill play a central role
in this new configuration by supporting cooperative
processing. This term is used to describe the
situation where two or more systems cooperate in
performing a task so that the methodsof connecting
the systems, and the operating systems in the
respective systems, are transparent to the programs

performing the task. In cooperative-processing
systems, the workstation handles the input and
display of information and sends requests for data
and directs processor-intensive operations to the
central system. This approach is being supported
strongly by the suppliers of microcomputer database management systems because the graphics
capabilities and the predictable performance of
workstations providebetteruser interfaces, whilst
the central system provides access to a large,

powerful, and well-managed database.

Rapid developmentsare occurringin thefacilities
provided by microcomputer database systems. The

requirements are for data-management systems
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Corporate systemswill store and handle operational data as
a file server; departmental systemswill store extracted data
used for decision-support purposes; personal systemswill
store managementand personaldata.All the elementswill be
interlinked bya distributed database system, whichwill include
distributed data-dictionaryfacilities.

that can providerelational interfaces between the
user and the microcomputerdatabase and that can
support cooperative processing between the
microcomputer database and remote databases.
This implies the needto interlink the products of
several suppliers, which meansthat standards are
a prerequisite for cooperative processing. At
present, a combination of ANSI standards and IBM's
DB2 SQLis the most commonapproach. However,
the next level of the ANSI SQL standard and the
development of the Remote Data Access (RDA)
standard by ISO will provide an even clearer
definition of the required interfaces.

Several microcomputer database suppliers are
enhancing their products so they will be able to
interface with mainframe databasesin this type of
way. For example, Paradox (which is marketed by
Borland)will provide a back-end SQLinterface that
can access and retrieve data from mainframe
relational databases. Oracle and Relational Technology also have PC versions of their products
that can query remote databases using the SQL
language. And Ashton-Tate, Microsoft, and Sybase
have entered into an agreementto develop an SQL
local area network database server that will work
with products such as dBase IV. The SQL data
manager embedded in IBM s extended edition of
the OS/2 workstation operating system is another
example of this type of product.
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SHORTCOMINGS OF CURRENT
DISTRIBUTED-DATABASE SYSTEMS

Although great progress has been made in
distributed-database technology, several technical,
design, and management problems need to be
solved before distributed-database applications can
be implemented on a widescale.

Figure 3.13

Rule 0

Distributed-database applications
are difficult to design
Designing a distributed-database application is a
demanding task and few methods are available to
assist the application designer. The key decisions
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distributed database

To the user, a distributed system should look exactly
like a nondistributed system
A distributed system should notrely on a central site

Distributed-database management systems
have limited capabilities
Current distributed-database products have only a
limited capability. In 1987, Chris Date, cofounder
with Ted Codd of Codd and Date, the specialist
database consulting firm, publishedhis criteria for
evaluating the capabilities of a distributed database
system. (Theyare referredto as Date s 12 criteria,
although there are actually 13 of them.) These
criteria are very severe, and most existing distributed systems meet only a small numberof them.
However, the criteria provide a useful guide to the
facilities required by a complete distributed database managementsystem and they are summarised
in Figure 3.13. The most important of them is the
first criteria (Rule 0). This states that, to a user, the
distributed database should behaveexactly asif the
system were not distributed.

The main problemsthatstill have to be solved before
distributed-database systems can meetall of Date s
criteria are:
Theability to record up-to-date information
about the contents, currency, and location of
data ina distributed database, so that users do
not need to know thelocationof their data in
order to accessit (Rule 4).
Theability to update replicated data simultaneously (Rule 6).
The ability to provide acceptable response
times for ad hoc queries that access several
distributed databases connected by low-speed
data communicationslinks (Rule 7).
Theability to maintain the consistency of a
distributed databaseaftera failure (Rule 8).
Several relational database suppliers (Tandem,
Sybase, Oracle, and Relational Technology in particular) provide useful distributed-database capabilities. Sybase, for example, provides the ability to
update and retrieve data stored at severalsites, but
the user (or the application developer) has to know
where the required data is located. Relational
Technology plansto release the third generation
of its distributed database management system
(known asIngres/Star) during 1988. The functions
of this release are designed to meetall 13 of Date s
criteria.

Chris Date s 12 criteria for evaluating a

Users should not need to knowthe physicallocation
of their data
A distributed system should support replication of
relations (records)
A distributed update transaction should alwaysleave
the database in a consistent state after success or
failure
A distributed system should be independentof the
operating system type
Rule 12

A distributed system should be independentof the
database management system type

that have to be made concern thepartitioningof the
database and the physical location of the data.
Wrongdecisions made at the design stage will result
in poor operational performance caused by the
communications bottleneck betweenthe different
parts of the distributed database.In orderto decide
on the optimum wayofdistributing a database, it
is first necessary to prepare an accurate data model
and to carry out a detailed analysis of the application characteristics and transaction volumes.
Data can be distributed in two ways by placing a
copyofit at each location that requiresaccessto it
(replication) or by subdividing the data and placing
partsofit at each location(partitioning). Figure 3.14
overleaf provides guidelines for deciding whether
to partition or replicate data, or whetherit is better
to store all the data centrally.

Distributed-database applications
are difficult to control
Controlling the consistency and currency of a
distributed database is much moredifficult than for
acentral database. A distributed database can hold
several copies of data, or the database may be
partitioned andstored at severalsites. For example,
in a personnel database the individual personnel
records may be partitioned and stored at several
sites, while the salary scale is replicated at eachsite.
usually the
A distributed-database controller
data administrator has to ensure that the records
of a staff memberare storedin the right database
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Design guidelines for distributed
databases
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The most importantcriteria for deciding howto distribute data

are the ratio of database updatesto read-only accesses and the

numberof updates needing to access morethan onesite if the
databaseis partioned.

and that replicated records are identical (consistency), and that each databasestores the latest
salary scale (currency). The distributed-database
controller therefore needs a powerful data-dictionary system that works in conjunction with the
distributed database management system to
automatethe detection andcontrol of these types
of discrepancy. (Most leadingdistributed database
managementsystemsprovidethis typeoffacility.)

THE NEED FOR AN INTEGRATED SET
OF DATA-MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS
AND TOOLS

So far in this chapter we have discussed the three
main types of data-management system
data
dictionary, relational database, and distributed
database
inisolation.

However, in selecting new data-management systems andtoolsit is important to note that the most
powerful andeffective products are usually part of
an integrated set where each system can exchange
information with, and support the functionsof., the
other systems. Within such an integrated set there
isan emerging division between data-management
systems and data-managementtools. Data-management tools are used by system developers and users
to design, access, and manipulate databases. The
tools include products such as Case tools, application generators, andfacilities that allow users to

access corporate databases.

Several suppliers are planning to develop sets of
integrated data-management systems and tools.
Their objective is to provide a commonsetofinterfaces between each system andtool so that data can
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be easily exchanged (to and from the data dictionary for example), and to present a common
interface bothto users and to applications programs.
Notable developments include elements of IBM s
systemsapplication architecture (SAA), DEC s Vax
information architecture (VIA) and Software AG s
software information architecture (SIA).

Architectures such as these provide considerable
benefits for application developers because several
integrated tools can share the samedata descriptions across the set of data-management systems.
The interfaces between the products allow, for
example, text-manipulation and electronic-mail
functions to be accessed from a data processing
application. Theyalso allow asingle data dictionary
to be used for a range of databases covering
operational systems and systems-development
activities. Moreover, distributed applications are
easier to implement because the architecture
ensuresthereis a consistent interface between the
different data-managementsystemsandtools.

Anarchitecture that has been defined by a major
hardware or software supplier can also open the
wayfor a wide range of third-party products. For
example, DEC provides a well-defined interface
(SRDI
standard relational database interface)
that allows third-party suppliersto link their products to VIA, thereby gaining access to the data
dictionary andrelational databases. This facility
will provide user organisations with a wide choice
of products, suchas system-buildingtools and useraccess tools, that conform with an integrated
approach to data-managementsystemsandtools.

The link between these twoclasses of products

data-managementsystems and data-management

tools is provided by the database-access language
SQL. SQL provides a standard interface between
the two typesof product, so that an organisation
can mix and match a set of tools and datamanagementsystemsto provide the required datamanagementfacilities. Thus, provided that the
basic data-management systems are well-integrated, the data-managementtools can be selected
from a widevariety of products.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have reviewed the developments
in the three main types of second-generation datamanagementsystems(data dictionaries, relational
database management systems, and distributed
databases). We have provided advice about how to
select appropriate products and when to use them.
The focus of the chapter has been on using the
systems for creating and maintaining corporate
databases. However, our research has shownthat
there will be an increasing requirement for business
users to have direct access to the databases. We
address this subject in the next chapter.
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One of the most important objectives when
developing corporate databasesis to satisfy the
growing requirement for managementinformation.
Manyorganisations have now solved, orare rapidly
solving, the problems of providing operational
systems to support the day-to-day runningof the
business. Instead, much of their systems effort
is now directed at satisfying the need for ad hoc
information. In our survey of Foundation members
for this report, we found that satisfying requirements for improved decision-support systems was
expected to be the toppriority in five years time.
Figure 4.1 shows that decision-support requirements will displace operational-support requirements as the highest priority for the systems
department.
Figure 4.1

The focus of attention of the systems
department is changing from operational
to decision-support systems

Relative
importance

mm 1993

type
Respondenis were askedto rate the importance of each
of system both today (1988) andin five years time on a scale
0 (unimportant) to 4 (important).
(Source: Survey of Foundation members)
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Inthis chapter, wefirst identify the increasing need
for businessusers to be allowed accessto corporate
databases, and the problems that such access
creates. We then provide advice about the
proceduresand techniquesthat can be used to help
users access corporate databases, to understand the
meaningof the data thatis available, and to obtain
data that is relevant to their needs. Finally, we
highlight the need to provide separate databases,
each containing different types of data.

THE INCREASING NEED FOR BUSINESS
USERS TO ACCESS DATABASES

Organisations will increasingly meet their
information requirements by providing business
users with direct access to corporate databases. In
our survey, we asked Foundation members what
were the three most important benefits of new
database systems. Figure 4.2 overleaf shows that
members rated improved user access to the
databases as the most important benefit of new
database systems. Onereason for this trendis that
business information requirements are becoming
more complex. Furthermore, ordinary business
people are becoming computer literate and so are
able to handle their own data-access requirements
without having to use the systems department or
the information centre as an intermediary. Opening
corporate databases to the user community
provides benefits because the systems department
no longer has to spend timeonsatisfying simple
information-retrieval requests and can concentrate
its efforts on the task of building the databases.

The UKbrewing division of Grand Metropolitan ple
provides an example of the type of access to
databases with which users are now being provided.
This organisation does not automatically include a
wide rangeof predefined reports whenit develops
new applications. Instead, it plans to set up systems
that can extract data from the operational database
and that make the data available for use with an
appropriate PC-based or mainframe-based information managementtool. Suchtools provide business users with a much moreflexible method of
interrogating the database that can be adapted to
their information needs.
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Figure 4.2

Providing facilities for user access to databases
Most organisations expect improved user
accessto be the most important benefit of
new database technology

Percentage of
respondents

Ss 2
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Oe

2

as

Expected benefit

Respondents were asked to state the three most important
benefits they expected to gain from new database technology

(Source: Survey of Foundation members)

THE PROBLEMSOF USER-DRIVEN
DATABASE ACCESS

Database-access facilities have to provide the
meansof transferring the data held and described
in the databasesto the business user who wishes to
accessit. In orderfor the transfer to be completed
successfully, three conditions mustbe satisfied
the data must be received correctly, the recipient
must understand the meaning of the data that is
delivered, and the data mustbe relevant to his or
her needs.
ACCESSING AND RETRIEVING THE DATA

Ensuring that datais accessible and canbe retrieved
easily are major considerationsin developing userdriven information systems. Users may not know
whatdata is available, or they may not be able to
find data they knowexists, or they may not have the
skills required to retrieve the data.
User-driven information systems often expect users
to provide the system namesofthe data items that
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provideusers with a description of the information

thatis available for the area theyare interested in.
A data dictionary that can be used bybusinessusers
is one way to meetthis requirement.
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they wish to retrieve. This meansthat users face
considerable difficulties when they try to obtain
informationby using applications with which they
are unfamiliar. The ideal data-accessfacility will

Users in a large organisation often face a formidable
problem in finding relevant information. Usually,
they cannotreferto a single sourceto find out what
datais available. As a consequence, the source of
the data used for decision-support purposesis often
computer printouts
these are the only data
sourcesreadily available to manybusinesspeople.
Using data from printouts in this way is fraught with
difficulties because the meanings of data items are
not well defined. The data itself may have been
processed through several systems, and it may be
out of date or inconsistent. This means that the
resulting analyses based on the data are often
ambiguous orcontradictory.

Businessusers can most successfully access the data
they require whenthe access facilities are matched
to their skills and information needs. These skills
cover a range, including:
Business users whose information requirements are largely predictable. Such users need
access to well-defined parts of the database
and needto use a simple access method for
example, a user view extracted from a relational databaseor a fixed query with variable

parameters.

Professional computer staff who either use the
information obtained themselves or act as
intermediaries for others. They already have
knowledgeof suitable tools and have a good
understandingof the range of data sources that
are available.

Managerial users, who have wide-ranging information requirements but are not prepared
to spend more than an houror two learning
howto accessthe information they need. Their
requirements are the most difficult and
expensive to meet.

No single data-access tool or single databasemanagementsystem is capable of fully meeting all
these different requirements. Instead, a range of
tools is required, with individual tools ableto satisf'y
specific types of requirement.
UNDERSTANDING THE DATA

Animportanttask in providing user-driven dataaccess systems is to educate users about the
contents andstructureof the partsof the corporate
databases thatare relevantto their needs. As part
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of this task, it will be necessary to create a data
dictionary that describes the data items to which
users will have access. To access the databases
themselves, users need to know far more about the
structure and contentof the databases than they
did when they were provided with prespecified
reports produced by the systems department.

Providing users with an adequate understanding of
the content of databases, and the meaningof data
items, isa major challenge. The precise meaning of
a data item andits relationship with, and differences from, other data items is often not
immediately apparent. A good example of the
problemsof understanding the meaningof data was
provided at one of our focus groups. A senior
managerat a leading insurance syndicate wastrying out a new database-access facility and wished
to know the number of membersin the syndicate.
He knewthe answer and wasdisappointed to find
that the computer produced a wildly inaccurate
figure. The error was caused by conflicting definitions of the term member . The computer
understood member to mean both past and
present, but the senior manager meantonly present
members. To overcome these problems, the data
dictionary needsto provide a detailed and precise
description of the data items.
ENSURING THE INFORMATIONIS RELEVANT

One of the major challengesfor designers of userdriven systems is to build systems that deliver
relevant information. Providing people with large
amounts of irrelevant data causes information
overload , a problem with which many managers
today are familiar. Data-access systems should
therefore deliver only the information that provides
the right level of detail for the recipient. For
example, a senior manager might want to receive
summary information that highlights trends and
variances from plan. Other business users might
want to review detailed information about a
particular stock item orsales territory.

In general, operational systems that support the
day-to-day running of the organisation provide
fairly detailed information but do not analyse the
data to any great extent. Decision-support systems
provide less-detailed information but carry out
moreanalyses of the data to identify less-obvious
trends. And planning and executive-information
systems provide highly summarised information
resulting from extensive analyses of the base data,
typically by specialised systems. However,it is not
always true that senior management is only
interested in summary information. Once the summaryinformationhas highlighted a particular area
of concern, senior managers often need to zoomin to the relevantparts of the database to examine
the underlyingdatain detail. Providing this facility
is particularly demanding.
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ASSISTING BUSINESS USERS TO
ACCESS DATA

The data administrator, in conjunction with the
information centre (or business-support function),
should play a key role in publishing details aboutthe
organisation s databases and information resources
andinassisting businessusers to identify and access
the information they need. Various computer-aided
tools, some of which are based on expert-systems
techniques, are already being usedbothto assist in
the search for information andto simplify the task
of accessing the data.

To help the data administrator in this task, it is
sensible to make a start on creating an inventory of
all the information in the organisation that is used
for decision-support purposes. This inventory will
not only include shared corporate data, but will also
cover external data, planning data, andso forth.
Several of the organisations we spoke with are
developing information inventories that will be
usedto assist usersto locate the information they
need. These inventories need to describe the
information resources in terms that users
for example, by referring to data by
understand
names that are in commonuse in the user community evenif these are not the namesused by the
systems department.

The data-dictionary system used by the Inland
Revenue departmentin the United Kingdom provides an example of the way in which businessusers
can use this type of system. Thedictionary, which
is based on the Status text-retrieval system, can be
searched by data-item description as well as by
name. Separate, lower-level dictionaries running on
JCLand IBM computersprovide the information to
update this dictionary. The department s statisticians (and otherstaff) can use the dictionary to
locate data either by searching for the textual
description of the data items or by using the data
names. Considerable reductions have been
achieved in the time takento locate data items that
are needed for new statistical reports.

Some organisations are beginning to introduce
advanced systems based on artificial-intelligence
techniquestoassist the users to find the data they
need. Two examples of such products are Infosearch
from ISTEL (a UK systemsand software company)
and Nemasis, a product used by ICL for internal
systems. Infosearch assists users to access more
than 1,000 public databases.It provides three levels
for inexperienced users, for
of access support
occasional users, and for professional users. The
first level allows the userto ask a question in general
terms and Infosearchthenselects the database that
will provide the required information. The second
level allows a standard database-access language to
be used for all the databases. An expert system is
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usedto translate the common language into the
native database-access language of the required
database. The Nemasis system used by ICLis also
based on an expert system. This system provides
guidance for ICL staff accessing the large number
of separate internal business databases in the
organisation. Such systems are very useful in
decision-support systemsthat require information
from both external and internal sources.

Expert systems can also simplify the task of
accessing databases by allowing the queries to be
expressed in natural language. The English-like
sentencesare then translated into database-access
commands. The system then asksthe userto verify
that it has interpreted the query correctly before
retrieving the required information. (The syntax
capabilities of a typical PC-based natural-language
product, Q&A
provided by Symantec
were
shown on page 37 of the previous Foundation
Report
No 63, The Future of the Personal
Workstation.)

Another natural-language system is Datatalker,
available from Natural LanguageInc. in Berkeley,
California. Datatalker allows the user to query a
Sybase relational database using a restricted form
of English. This productis less expensive and more
effective than most other natural-language software because it uses a combination of traditional
natural-language-processing and artificialintelligence techniques. Theartificial-intelligencebased conceptslibrary and deductive system is used
to resolve ambiguoussentencesby taking the context of the query into account.
Although natural-language interpreters do make
access to databaseseasier,it is difficult to construct
an accurate dictionary (or, to use the jargon of
natural-language systems,a lexicon) for a particular
database. In the December 1987 edition of Byte,
Gary Hendrix of Symantec, the developer of Q&A,
described this problem as the natural-language
processing (NLP) wall . A natural-language
interpreter can be madeto understandthe language
of the userfairly easily, but it is much harderforit
to capture the meaning or language of the
database. A large amount of effort is required to
describe the database to the natural-language
interpreter, and this difficulty is known as the NLP
wall. The Q&A product partially overcomes this
problem by providing a teaching facility that
enables the user to describe the database to Q&A
with a series of menus.

ASSISTING USERS TO UNDERSTAND DATA

The problem of the NLP wall described above shows
how important it is for users to understand the
meaning of the data stored in the databases.
Without such an understanding, any analyses or
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inferences based on thedatawill be suspect. (To use
an analogy, the analyses would beasreliable as a
data-access program written by a programmer who
did not fully understand the database s contents
and structure.) Thus, a prerequisite to opening
up corporate databases to access by business
users is the existence of comprehensive database
documentation.

One methodforusers to gain an understandingof
the databasesis viaa general or aspecially tailored
data dictionary. Ideally, the dictionary will contain
a description of the underlying data modelas well
as the individual data items, so that users can

understand the context of their queries and avoid
the problems caused by ambiguousdata definitions.

One data-management system that provides
extensivefacilities for describing databasesin terms
that can be understood by business users is the
Semantic Information Manager(SIM) supplied by
Unisys. SIM s data dictionary is linked closely with
the database managerandis used in the analysis of
the users information requests. The data-dictionary component holds considerably more information abouttherelationships and structureof the
databasethanis held in a basicrelational database.
The data dictionary contains information about the
meaning of the data in the database and presents
this whenit displays the database structure.It also
containsdata derived from the basic data items and
it can create subclassifications of data classifying
retailers as supermarkets and small shops, for
example. Users workdirectly with this information
and are guided through a view of the logical
database structure by a graphics-based query
facility that is used in conjunction with the data
dictionary. SIM therefore helps users to learn about
the structure of the database as they formulate
their queries. In addition, the database and datadictionary rules help to ensure that the data
extracted is relevant to the users needs. (SIM is
described in moredetail in the appendix.)

We expect that many more user-driven databaseaccess systemswill provide this type of facility in
the future. IBM, for example, said in its recent
announcementof referential-integrity features for
DB2 that these features will allow users to update
a database without compromising the integrity of

the database.

ASSISTING USERS TO OBTAIN
RELEVANT DATA

Different types of staff have very different data-

access requirements and use the data extracted
from corporate databases for very different purposes. In ourresearch, we foundthat organisations
are meeting these requirements by developing three
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different types of system, which we call management-information systems, decision-support
systems, and the newest type, knownas executiveinformation systems. Eachof these types of system
addresses different information requirements
and is intendedfor use by different types of user.
Figure 4.3 compares the characteristics of each
type, and eachis described below in moredetail.
MANAGEMENT-INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Management-information systemstypically provide
routine information from the operational systems
of the organisation. Thus, they provide regular
summary reports that give a detailed snapshot of
the organisation s status at the time of reporting.
Users of such systemsare interested in looking in
some detail at the current status of business
activities. They needto access the databasesfor the
purposesof:

Monitoring. Standard reports that summarise
the daily transactions, and that are produced
on a routine basis to a fixed schedule, are
normally sufficient for this purpose.

Exception reporting. Systems that produce
predefined reports about predefined exception
conditions are used for this purpose.

Enquiring. Systems that provide a flexible
enquiry capability, enabling users to design and
change their ownreportsas they wish, are used
for this purpose.

DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Decision-support systems are used to answer
questions such as What will be the effect on profits
if we increase all salaries by 5 per cent? The data
Characteristics of management-

Figure 4.3
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usedin these systemsis a mixture of data extracted
from the operational databases, additional data
(such as budgets and plans) entered by users,
historical data, and even personal data.

These systems provide powerful facilities for
analysingdata in order to support decision making.
Thefacilities include optimisation routines, modelling systems, simulation systems, andstatistical
analyses. In addition, decision-support systems
often provide powerful graphics-display features so
that the results of the analyses can be presented in
an attractive way.

Many organisations require access to large databases for decision-support purposes. Examples
include the insurance industry, where decision
makers need to analyse policy-holders data, and
the retail industry, where there is a need to analyse
retail-sales data. A few organisationsare now using
database machinesfor this type of application in
order to improve the operational performance of
their systems. For example, during the 1988 Foundation Study Tourvisit to Teradata, delegates heard
Cahl Rahmquist, manager of end-user support
services at Transamerican Insurance Group, describe how his companyusesthe Teradata DBC/1012
database machine.

In 1982/83, Transamerican examinedavailable dataretrieval tools and selected Intellect because it is
user friendly and becauseits commandsusebasic
English. It was used initially by the four top
insurance managers and subsequently by managers
throughout the United States. There are now more
than 750 authorised users, about 350 of whom use
the system regularly.

Inlate 1985, these users were accounting for around
8 per cent of the capacity of the company s IBM
3090-400. Asa consequence, Mr Rahmquist decided
to investigate Teradata as an alternative means of
handling enquiries under DFAM. Hecarried out
benchmarktests anda pilot project during 1986 and
purchased Teradata system in Novemberthat year.

In the test, various kinds of enquiry made via
Intellect/DFAM were compared with the same
enquiries made via Intellect/Teradata. With
Teradata, the response times for simple and
moderately simple enquiries wereslightly slower,
but the response timesfor moderately complex and
complex enquiries were very muchfaster. For a
typical month (July 1986), the actual mix of
enquiries processed with the Teradata machine
reduced operational costs by $26,000 a reduction
of 60 per cent. File loading wasalso significantly
faster.

Mr Rahmquist said that the number of Intellect
enquiries had increased considerably since the
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Teradata system was installed and had grown in
complexity, but that the saving in the cost of IBM
processing time, and the much faster response
times,easilyjustified the investmentin the Teradata
equipment.

(Those readers interested in more information

about the current status of database machines
should refer to the 1988 Study Tour Presentation
Summaries. That document contains details of
the presentations made by Teradata and by
Nucleus International Corporation, suppliers of an
innovative relational database engine.)
EXECUTIVE-INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Executive-informationsystemsare a relatively new
development. They are aimed at senior managers,
who, in general, have been poorly supported
by management-information and decision-support
systems. The aim of an executive-information
system typically is to provide information about
business performance and external factors that
influence the business environment. Systems of
this type are very powerful, but they are expensive
to set up and operate. For this reason, their useis
likely to be restricted to key personnel, at least in
the immediate future. (Executive-information
systems, or boardroom systems, were discussed in
detail in Foundation Report 53 Using Information
Technology to Improve Decision Making.)
Compared with management-information and
decision-support systems, the main distinguishing
feature of executive-information systems is the
powerand ease-of-useof their user interface. They
are very easy to use because they have been
designed for direct use by senior managers. Executive-information systems provide summaries of
large volumesof information that are presented in
an easily understood format using exception
reporting and graphical techniques. However, when
required, they can zoom-in to examine the
supporting data in detail when further information
is requested.

THE NEED TO PROVIDE MULTIPLE
DATABASES
The three different types of system described above
are most useful when they are based on several
separate databases each containingdifferent types

of data. Separate databases are preferable to a

single database because:

Unrestricted use of management-information
systems, decision-support systems, and
executive-information systems can seriously
degrade the performanceof operational databases, but constraints on usage are not
acceptable to the user community.
Many of the databases used for decisionsupport and executive-information purposes
contain external and derived data that does
noteasily fit in with the operational database
and may contaminate it.

The structure of decision-support and
executive-information databases may be
different from operational databases. (The
database structure used with Metapraxis s
system, for example,is different from that used
with conventional databases.)
Decision-support and executive-information
databases need to hold large amounts of
historical information that would not normally
be held in an operational database.
The use made of databases for decisionsupport and executive-information purposes
may need to changeeasily and quickly without
being constrained by operational systems.

An additional advantage of providing separate
databasesis that the organisation can achieve many
of the decision-support and executive-information
Figure 4.4

A matrix database structure allows
information to be summarised easily in a

variety of ways

Many examplesof this type of system are based on
relational database systems, but several, such as
Resolve from Metapraxis, Acumen from EFFEM

ManagementServices Limited, and Cubit from ICL,

are based on a matrix approach to data management. Matrix database systems are often more
suitable for the specialised information needs
of senior managers. The matrix has several
dimensions, with each dimension providing a
different reporting spectrum . For example, one
dimension may showdataby country, another data
by product, another data by month, and so on.
Figure 4.4 showsthe structure of a typical matrix
database system.
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benefits of advanced database systems without
having to disturb the existing, well-tried, operational systems.

For these reasonsit is sensible to establish a set of
databases that can support the use of managementinformation systems, decision-support systems, and
executive-information systems. The need for this
type of database architecture was predicted in a
previous Foundation Report on the topic of
corporate databases
Report 50, Unlocking the
Corporate Data Resource. The separate databases
are often known as data pools by those organisations that have adopted this approach.
AN EXAMPLE OF SEPARATE DATABASES

Rolls-Royce plc, the Derby-based aero-engine
manufacturer, is one of the many organisations that
plans to implement the data-pool approach. The
systems departmentat Rolls-Royce will provide four
separate database areasfor use by 3,500 staff in the
organisation. These areas are:

Operational DB2 and IMSdatabases, and VSAM
files, all of which are professionally derived
and managed. All access to these databases
andfiles is by programswritten by the systems
department.

A DB2 database containing snapshot data
derived from the operational databases. This
area is knownas professionally derived data
or the data warehouse . Users can accessthis
data but cannot changeit.

Local or departmental shared data, together
with professionally derived data from the first
area, that can be modified by users as they seek
answers to what-if questions. This area is
controlled by the originators andusers of the
data.

Personal datathat belongs to, and is only used
by, an individual.

The first two areas are true database areas. RollsRoyce refers to the second twoareas as information
bases , because the datais usedin a specific context.
THE PROBLEMS OF MANAGING DATA POOLS

Althougha seriesof specialised databases is the best
way to provide flexible data-access facilities, this
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approach can give rise to several problems. In
particular, it is necessary to update the databases
on a regular basis by copying across relevant
portionsof the operational databases. Often, this
process takes an unacceptable time and can be run
only at the weekendorat best overnight. The result
is that the information held in the specialised
databasesis always out of date.

Distributed-processing techniques can help to
overcomethese problems, however. For example we
described in the previous chapter (on page 23) how
distributed databases can greatly reduce the
problems of managing and controlling several
database copies, and can provide the means of
obtaining up-to-the-minute information without
disrupting the operational databases.

Anotherproblemis that several copies of the data
dictionary will often be needed to support user
access to databases. The copies may differ from the
main data dictionary in that they might support
different views of the database, or include
additional information, or provide more detailed
descriptions. The data administrator will need to
managethesedata dictionaries, ensuring that they
are up to date andthat the addition of new entries
into a master dictionary is controlled carefully.

Users have considerable freedom to manipulate the
data storedin their local data pools. For this reason,
local data should not be transferred to the operational databases. Finally, professionally managed
and derived data should be kept separate from data
that is originated and controlled by users.

SUMMARY

So farin this report we havedescribed the tools that
are available for defining, creating, and maintaining
corporate databases and for providing business
users with direct accessto the databases. To select
and makethebestuse ofthesetoolsis not a trivial
even if a database environmentis being
task
created for the first time. It is even more complicated when an existing database environment
has to be taken into accountas well. We now turn
to the problems of migrating from existing firstgeneration data-management systems to a new
environmentbased on advanced data dictionaries
andrelational databases.
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Mostorganisations will not start with a clean sheet
when they begin to plan their move to secondgeneration databases. Instead, they need to create
a migration paththat will allow them to move from
their existing applications portfolio and databases
to a situation where databases and applications
conform to a corporate data architectureof the type
we described in Chapter 2. The migration plans
must therefore allow for applications to be redeveloped or converted, for descriptionsof the data
to be rationalised and documented in a data
dictionary, and for the databases to be converted
into anew format. The processof migrating to a new
database environment thus requires substantial
resources andit is important to select an approach
that minimises the costs and the time required, and
that causesthe least disruption to existing systems.
Manyorganisations will find that their ability to
exploit the secondgenerationof data-management
systems is constrained by the resources they can
allocate to the process of migrating to a new data
architecture.

Despite the high costs of conversion, many
organisations are now considering making major
changesto their database environment. Our survey
of Foundation members for this report found that
the existing use ofrelational databases was low, but
that many members planned to move an increasing
proportionof their databases to relational systems
over the next five years.

In this chapter, we identify the major problems
that organisations will encounteras they carry out
this conversion. We describe four methods for
converting databases to second-generation datamanagement systems and we describe the two
problems(and methodsfor solving them) that are
commonto all these conversion paths.

THE PROBLEMS OF DATABASE CONVERSION
Figure 5.1 shows how members expect to move from
holding between them just 8 per cent of their
corporate datain relational form to 46 per cent in
five years. Bearing in mind the massive investments
that have been madeinfirst-generation database

systems, these plans indicate that systems
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departments will be faced with a huge task of
converting applications and databasesoverthe next
five years.
To date, few major database conversion exercises
have beencarried out, so most organisations are not
familiar with the problems associated with
database conversion. The problems are much
greater than those encountered when converting
file-orientated batch applications becauseit is not
possible to run the old and new systemsin parallel.
Often, there are no short cuts that can be taken
when converting from a database environment
(IMS,for example) to an incompatible environment
such as DB2. The most usual problemsoccur in the
following areas:

A great deal of disruption is caused while
movingfrom the old to the new environment.
The applications for the new environment
often covera differentrange of functions from
theold applications, which causes complicated
interface problems during a phased conversion. Theresult is that both the old and the
new databasesneed to be managed during the
conversionprocess, and updates to them need
to be synchronised.

The databases being converted are normally
used with online systems. As a result, the
window of time available for switching the
operational systems from the old to the new
Figure 5.1
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databases is normally small. Moreover, it is
extremely difficult to phase in the new
database systemsgradually.

The existing applications are often badly
documented and the existing data descriptions
are poorly defined. Sometimes, the only source
of information about an application and the
data it uses is the program source code and,
often, this is almost impossible to convert.
Whenoneorganisation was converting a large
online application, an analyst who was already
very familiar with the application took a year
to decipher the meaning of the data by
inspecting the program code.

Major effort is required to translate and
convert the old databases into the required
new formats. Sometimes, conversion can only
proceed over a protracted timescale because
there are insufficient clerical resources
available to speed-up the process.
During the research, we met with Mr Frans
Blommers, data processing manager at WestlandUtrecht Hypotheebank, a Dutch companyspecialising in mortgage banking, real estate, and life
insurance. Westland-Utrecht is one of the few
organisationsthat has carried out a major database
conversion exercise. This organisation uses Unisys/
Burroughs computers, and its applications are
based ona central database. There are about 250
terminals used with applications developed in thirdgeneration languages to access four databases.

The plan wasto implementthe new systems over a
period oftime, during which elements of both the
old and new systems would be operational. The
objectives of the conversion were to develop anew,
segmented data architecture, to provide better
recovery facilities, to improve the maintainability
of the systems, and to meet new business
requirements.

The conversion took two years and required 18
work-years of effort. The new database systems
required a fifth of all the existing applications to be
rewritten. The new data architecture has a
normalised structure and the subject-area databases have rationalised entity descriptions. All the
applications now use DMSII, an advanced and
flexible database managementsystem. WestlandUtrecht considers that DMSII will enable it to cope
with future changes in an evolutionary way and
that no more large conversion exercises will be
required.

CHOOSING A MIGRATION PATH

Organisations should choose their database
of
migration path depending on the quality both
the
of
and
s
system
ation
their existing applic
of
conversion tools that are available. The quality
atis
workth
of
t
amoun
the
s
affect
ations
applic
the
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needed. In orderto assessthe quality of the existing
applications,it is necessary to answerthe following
questions:

Are the existing database systems based ona
sound data architecture with suitable subjectarea databases that match the organisational

structure?

:

Dothe existing applications still meet the
users requirements, or are they now inappropriate in their scope or in the functions
they support?

Is the technical quality of the existing applications sound, or should they be rewritten?

Aretheexisting data descriptions consistent
andsuitable for relational databases, or do they
need to be redefined?

The answersto these questions will indicate the
extent of the conversion work that must be undertaken.

Inaddition, the conversiontools that are available
will, tosome extent, govern the choiceof migration
path. Somerelational database suppliers recognise
the value of powerful database conversiontools and
providefacilities for converting existing databases
to their formats. (Examplesof several products are
quoted later in the chapter.)

to
There are four possible migration paths
redesign and rewritethe applications completely,
to convert the applications, to interface existing
applications to new databases via databasetransparency facilities, or to re-create existing
applications if they were written with an
application generator or Case tool that can be used
with both the old and new database environments.

If the databases and the applications are not sound,
then the only course of action is to redesign and
rewrite the application systems.If the database has
asound architecture and the application programs
are technieally sound, then the systems department
can convert the applications. If the only change
needed is to move to a relational database, the
database-software supplier may provide transparency facilities that will convert or interface
existing applications to the new database with very
little effort. Finally, if the existing applications
make use of an application generator or a Case tool
that can be used bothwith the old and new database
managementsystems, the systems department can
implementthe new databases merely by re-creating
existing applications. Figure 5.2 summarises the
conditions under which each of these migration
paths should be used.
REDESIGNING APPLICATIONS COMPLETELY

Organisations need to redesign and rewrite their
applications completely if the applications no
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is robust and coherent, and if the applications
broadly meet the users requirements, then much
of the existing applicationslogic can be converted
for use with the new database system and the
conversion effort can be reduced considerably. With
this approach, it is possible to migrate gradually to
new database management systems. Thereis less
disruptionto the existing applications and developmentresources are used more evenly.

The technique of systems re-engineering (or
reverse engineering ) is often used when converting applications logic to a new database

environment. Systems re-engineering uses an array

of tools both to extract the underlying logical
database structures from existing applications and
to turn the old unstructured codeinto structured,
documented, and maintainable code. The stages of

systems re-engineering are:

To stabilise the application to producea solid
basis for the changes.Atthis stage, the application is analysed and restructured using
proprietary tools.

wv: Fully meets the condition

v: Partially meets the condition

(1) Database transparency requires suitable software
products to enable an existing application to access
the new databases.

To upgrade the quality of the application
without changing its functionality. Large
applications and databases are split into
smaller and more manageable sections and
changes are madeto improvethe operational
performanceof the applications.

(2) Re-creation requires an applications generator that can
re-create an existing application so it can be used with
the new databases.

(8) If none of the conditions apply, the only choiceis to
redesign and rewrite the applications.

longer meetthe business requirements or if changes
in the business have made them obsolete. Because
of the time and effort required for a complete
rewrite, applications are usually redesigned for the
new database managementsystemsas theyfall due
for renewal. A complete rewrite of all the
applicationsis an expensive undertaking, but it does
have the advantage of producinga new architecture
that is not compromised by the need for
compatibility with the old structure.

Often, the lack of information abouttheexisting

applications leads the systems departmentto discard the existing applications and to redevelop
them completely from the requirements-definition
stage onwards. However, it should not be forgotten
that the old applications are a valuable source of
information about the real user requirements
because they have been modified over a period of
time to match the users needs. There are considerable benefits in debriefing
the old
applications rather than starting again from the
beginning with a new analysis of requirements.
CONVERTING APPLICATIONS

If the data usedin the existing systemsis basically
sound, if the database and applications architecture
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To make technical improvements, including
changingthe application soit can be used with
a new database management system.

To provide a series of releases of the application, each of which provides functional
improvements to enhancethe application.

Several systemsre-engineeringtools are becoming
available. Their purposeis to assist development
staff to analyse existing applications, to document
them, and to improve their maintainability. For
example, BachmanInformation Systems provides
two database analysis tools, Data Analyst and
Database Administrator, that can extract the
physicalstructure of an IMS database, modify it to
meet new requirements, and generate a model of a
DB2 database automatically. New databases can
thus be built rapidly from existing applications.
Bachman Information Systemsplansto introduce
in 1988/89 anothersetof integrated tools that will
extractthe underlyinglogic of a Cobol program and
generate new code. Other database management
systemssuppliers providefacilities that can convert
the descriptions and data of a DL/1 database into
relational form. One example of such a tool is
Cullinet s Escape.

In our research, we discussed systems reengineering with a large systems house that had
completed five re-engineeringprojects and that was
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currently working on a project which would cost up
to $20 million to rewrite the complete systems using
conventional development methods. This project
involved converting a large order-processing application to new database technology using much of
the existing applications logic. The application was
fundamental to the client s business and it was
importantto convert it as quickly aspossible. Rather
than rewriting the application completely, the
existing application was used to create a set of
requirements so that a replica of the application
could be built. The systems house believes that
proceeding in this way is more likely to produce a
system that matchesthe users real requirements.
To rewrite the system would have meant producing
a new requirements definition, which would
inevitably have been inaccurate or incomplete.
Working with the users, the conversion began by
using Casetoolsto debrief the existing application
in order to construct a data modelfor the application and store it in a data dictionary. Existing
applications are usually a valuable (and hopefully
complete) source of current user requirements. By
analysing the existing application in greatdetail, the
systems house was able to benefit from the
considerable maintenance and enhancement work
that had been carried outsince the application was
originally implemented.

The application was then rebuilt using Cincom s
Supra database and fourth-generation language,
Mantis. This approachtook considerably less time
and cost several million dollars less than a complete
rewrite would have done.
USING DATABASE-TRANSPARENCY SOFTWARE

The database-transparency technique allows
existing applicationsto use a newrelational database, either online or in batch mode. This technique
is used as follows:

Old database structures are converted into
relational database tables and loaded into the
relational database data dictionary.

Programs are automatically developed to
convert the old data to relational format and
load it into the relational database.

Atruntime, database-access requests from the
existing applications are intercepted by the
database-transparency software and are converted to the equivalentrelational databaseaccesscalls.

The database-transparency technique therefore

allows systems departments to move old applications to the new database quickly, and avoids the
effort and expense of supporting both the old and
new database managementsystems. This approach
is only practical whenthe old applicationis well-
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structured and the database contents are welldefined. Moreover, once the new database has been
created, andits structure and contents have been
described in a data dictionary,it is then possible to
redevelop gradually the databasestructures to meet
new business requirements and to remove inconsistencies in the database.

One well-established product of this type is
ADR/DLI Transparency, supplied by ADR Corporation, which also supplies the ADR/Datacom/DB
relational database product. This software product
creates an ADR/Datacom/DBrelational database
definition from DL/1 databasedefinitions and also
creates the entries in a data dictionary. Another
program is then usedto create the actual database
automatically. At run time, the Intercept subsystem.
takes control of the DL/1 environment and
intercepts and interprets the DL/1 calls for the
converted database. ADR s transparency product
supports mixed DL/1 and ADR databases. ADR also
provides a VSAMtransparency product. IBM plans
to release a transparency productin the near future
that will initially provide VSAM transparency.

Figure 5.3 summarises the database-transparency
migration path.
RE-CREATING APPLICATIONS SO THEY CAN USE OLD
AND NEW DATABASES

Organisations that have a large proportion of their
applications written in very-high level languages
(such as Natural and Powerhouse), or defined
in system encyclopaedias generated by Casetools,
can avoid many database-conversion problems by
Figure 5.3
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Someapplication generators allow existing
applicationsto be re-created so they can be
used with the new databases
High-level
source code

The second problem concernsthe conversionof the
dataitself. Often, the existing datais poorly defined
andits accuracy may be doubtful. These problems
sometimes meanthat attempts to convert large
databases containing several hundreds of mega-
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exploiting the portability that these facilities
provide. In effect, these facilities permit applications programmers to interface with databases at
a logicallevel. At this level, the logical structure of
the old and new databasesshould be the same, so
the same applications logic can be used in both
cases. This database migration path is depicted in
Figure 5.4.

Several application generators (Software AG s
Natural, and Cincom s Mantis and Powerhouse, for
example) can access data both from first-generation
and from relational databases. Applications written
with these generators can be converted to a new
database environment much more easily than those
developed in languages such as Cobol or PL/1.

If the Casefacilities used to develop an application
are sufficiently powerful, the task of application
generation is largely automatic. In mostsituations,
the new relational database structure can be
constructed rapidly from the up-to-date specifications of the existing applications.

PROBLEMS COMMONTO ALL
MIGRATION PATHS

Whicheverdatabase migrationpath is chosen, there
are twoareas thatwill cause considerable problems
during the process of conversion from an old to a
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new database environment. The first problem
occurs because it is not possible to convert the
whole applications portfolio in one go. The conversion exercise has to proceed on an applicationby-applicationbasis. In theinterim stages, the old
and new databases need to belinked so that the
same datais stored in both of them.

Methods fordealing with these two problem areas
are described below.

LINKING OLD AND NEW DATABASES

Usually, a new data architecture and applications
portfolio does not match the existing applications
on a one-to-one basis. Applications in the new
portfolio may replace only parts of one or more
existing applications. Existing monolithic databases causeparticular problemsin this area. These
are databases that have no detectable internal
divisions because each part of the database is
inextricably interwoven with therest. Converting
these databases is extremely difficult because
bespoke interfaces between the old and the new
databases are needed for each application. The
representative of one Foundation member organisation that is tackling this problem described the
process as being
Like slum clearance, but with
several historic buildings that have to be
preserved.

During most database-conversion exercises, there
is a period whendata is shared between both new
and old applications. The systems department
therefore has to maintain two separate databases
containing the same data, with the attendant
problemsof ensuring that the two databases are
kept in step with each other. The problem is even
more acute when an online database is being
converted becausetheold and new databases have
to be synchronised exactly.

There are three waysto establish links between the
old and new databases by transferring batches of
data between the database systems, by using
distributed-database techniques, or by integrating
the old applications and databases closely with the
newrelational database management system.

Products such as IBM s DXT can be usedto extract
batchesof data from the IMS, DL/1 VSAM , DB2, and
SQL/DS databases in a standard information
exchange format(IXF). The extracted data can then
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be transferred to a new DB2 or SQL/DS database.
The data definitions are extracted from Cobol or
PL/1 source code or from IMSdatabase descriptions.
This is the most common methodoflinking old and
new databases but it cannot synchronise the two
databases completely because of the delays inherent in batch-processing techniques.

Aswedescribed in Chapter3, distributed-database
techniques can be used to link old and new databases. Changes madein one database can then be
quickly passedto the other database. Few products
are available to do this because the interfaces need
to be tailored for each first-generation database
management system. Tandem has a Remote Duplicate Database Facility (RDF) and DEC has a Vax to
IBM Data Architecture (VIDA) product, both of
which provide the basis for this method oflinking
old and new databases.

Thethirdalternative is to link the databases using
the inherent capabilities of relational databases.
Most relational databases allow the logical database structure to be independentof the physical
structure of the database. Relational database
theory allows any physical database structureto be
used to support the logical database structure.
Cincom makes use of these relational database
capabilities to allow its Supra productto access data
held in Total and VSAM databases. Cincom considers that a true relational database should be able
to map any physical data structure onto the logical
database structure. It claims that its products can
achieve this, even to the extent of resolving the
problems of duplicate physical data items held in
different physicalfile structures. In Supra, a logical
database can be superimposed over a set of
different physical database andfile-management
systems. Any duplication of datais handled by the
relational database managementsystem andby the
integrated data dictionary. This method is known
approach to database
native-mode
as the
in Figure 5.5. At
illustrated
is
and
conversion
present, Supra can convert Total and VSAMfiles and
Cincom expects to release a version of the product
during 1988 that can handle 80 per cent of the
structures used in a DL/1 database.
CONVERTING THE DATA TO RELATIONAL FORM

Before data can be loadedinto relational database
it must first be converted into a suitable relational
form. Data in this form is known as normalised
data. Old applications will usually contain a great
deal of data thatis not normalised, as well as data
with other problems. The database has to be
converted to a relational form to achieve the full
benefits of a flexible relational database. Typical
problems with existing data formatsare:
Several coding schemes may have been used
for the same data item. For example,the sales
and production departments may use different
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product codes. A single code for use by
everyone must be agreed and the old codes
need to be mappedto the new codes.

Some dataitemsin theold applications may not
be held in a coded form but stored as unvalidated and unstructured text. They cannot
be used by the new applications in this form.
These data items have to be coded by hand
from the text descriptions before they can be
loadedinto the new database.

Existing data items may be used to store more
than onefact. For example, a customer number
may also indicate the customer s location.
These facts have to be held as separate data
items before they can be loaded into the
relational database.

Somefactsare implied by the position of afield
in the record. For example, monthly data may
be held in asetof 12 fields. The position of the
field in the set indicates the particular month.
Implicit facts such as these have to be described
explicitly in the new relational database.

Overcoming these problems may meanthatit is
necessary to write special programsto clean-up and
reformat the data so that it corresponds with the
new data descriptions. Converting operational data
can be particularly difficult if it requires human
interventionto translate between the old and new
data descriptions.

We know of a large insurance company that made
use of an expert system as it converted its major
systems to anew database environment. The expert
Anative-modeinterface allows new
database applicationsto workwith existing
databases

Figure 5.5
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system was able to use a set of rules to read
previously stored text and to decide how to code it
so it could be stored as data. The result was by no
meansperfect andstill had to be checked by clerical
staff, but this method was very muchfaster than
the alternative of manually convertingall the data.

SUMMARY

In this chapter we have described the four possible
paths for migrating from an existing database
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environment to a new relational database
environmentand have provided advice on whento
use each path. We have also highlighted the
problemsthatwill be encountered in moving to new
databases and have shown howthese problems can
be solved. The solutionsto the problemswill require
a strong data-administration function, however.
The next, andfinal, chapter ofthe report describes
therole of the data administratorin the evolution
of corporate databases.
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The process of moving to anew corporate database
environment is not a single event. Instead, it is a
continuousactivity during which the databases are
developed to match business requirements and to
satisfy business information needs. Moreover, the
databases continue to changein response to changing business requirements. In order to managethis
process, a powerful and independent data-administration function is required to control the construction of the corporate databases and to educate
the organisation in their use.

Organisations are becoming increasingly dependent
on information. As they strive to obtain a competitive advantage, they are recognising the need
to manageall their information resources notjust
those stored in corporate databases. The data
administrator will therefore take on further responsibilities in the future, particularly for the
management of text and other media and the
control of information flows to and from the
organisation.

However, the appointmentof a data administrator
doesnotin itself solve the problemsof data management. Many data administratorsare still grappling
with the internal problems of data ownership and
of data administration.

Inthis chapter, we describe the current data-administration role and the problems faced by data
administrators today. We concludethe chapter, and
the report, by identifying the new data-administration tasksthat will be necessary as organisations
evolve their databases to a new, relational,
environment.

THE CURRENT DATA-ADMINISTRATION ROLE

Today, the data administrator has two key tasks
to control the corporate databasesat the strategicplanning level, and to educate the organisation
about using and managing the databases. To carry
out these tasks effectively, the data-administration
function must be positioned at a high level in the
reporting structure.If it is positioned at too low a
level, the data administrator will not beina position
to resolve the strategic issues that are likely to arise
during the evolution of the corporate databases,
particularly during the construction of the
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corporate enterprise model. A typical problem is
that analysis of the use of data indicates that
duplicate andinconsistent codesare being used for
the sameitem. The administrator must be able to
resolve this type of problem at a seniorlevel if the
full benefits of acorporate data architecture are to
be obtained. The data administrator is also responsible for the development and maintenanceof
an accurate and consistent corporate data architecture and it is vital that he or she should have
unchallenged controloverit and can ensurethatall
databases conform to the architecture.
The data-administration function is usually
positioned within the systems department. Indeed,
in many organisations, the data administrator
reports directly to the managerof the department.
In this way, the data-administration function is
separated from the systems-developmentfunction
so that the data administratoris in a betterposition
to resist pressures for short-term development
expediencies and to avoid accusationsof bias from
other parts of the organisation. One Foundation
member ensured that the data-administration
function has sufficient seniority by establishing a
data-management steering group that is made up
of senior managers from user departments. This
group candirect the work of the data administrator
and can resolve contentious data-management
issues such as the specification of standard codes
for shared data.
The data-administration function is in many ways
the central hub of the organisation s systems
activities. The data administrator will need to have
working relationships with variousfunctionsin the
systems department and with user departments.
The range of possible relationships is shown
overleaf in Figure 6.1.

An importantrole for the data administratoris to
assist different categoriesofstaff to gaina sufficient
understandingof the corporate databases to allow
them to carry out their tasks. Senior management
needsto understand the enterprise model in order
to contribute to the planning of new applications
andto assessthe use of information resourcesby the
organisation. In Chapter 4, we showed howthe user
community needsto understand the organisation s
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ownership problems and managing data in large
organisations.

Educating the systems department is an equally
important task. Unless the majority of development
staff have been trained in howto use data-managementtools and techniques, it will not be possible to
establish and maintain a data-oriented culture in
the systems-development function. Several of the
organisations we met during the research assign
data-administration staff to work alongside the
application-development staff during the early
stages of a development project. This has two
advantages
the quality of the workis improved
because the data-administration staff provide a
highlevel of expertise, and the project team is given
practical training in the use of data-management
techniques.

RESOLVING DATA-OWNERSHIP PROBLEMS

purposes.

CURRENT DATA-ADMINISTRATION
PROBLEMS

There are two particular areas of data administration that often cause problems resolving data-
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In business, as in many other walks of life, the
possessionof information confers an advantage on
its owner. As a consequence, some of the most
contentiousissuesfor the data-administration function arise because ofthedifficulties of convincing
people that their data belongs to the organisation
and should be shared with others. Neverthelessit
is vital to establish which departmentor individual
owns shared data items. Manyorganisations have
foundthat the accuracy of shared data (and hence
the quality of the databases) improves once the
ownership of the data has been established.

Data-ownershipresponsibilities should not be seen
as residing either with the systems departmentor
with the user community. Rather, itisa question of
assigning the responsibilities to the most suitable
user departments. However, the data administrator
should actas the overall custodian or guardian of
the organisation's data. He or she willbe responsible
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for policing the data-sharingpolicy and for ensuring
that the data owneris carrying out the agreed

security arrangements.

The problems that can be caused by data-ownership
disputes are illustrated by the experiences of a
mineral-extraction company that had twopoints of
contact with its customers.In this organisation, the
sales department handled sales negotiations and
the technical department dealt with technical
queries that often resulted in sales. Each
department maintained its own database of
customer and sales information. The databases,
which were incompatible with each other, were
regarded as the personal property of each department. Attempts to develop a common database
were frustrated by their unwillingness to share
data, and, as aresult, opportunities to exploit all the
information abouta particular customerwerelost.
In the end, the solution adopted was to nominate
one of the departments as the lead department(and
therefore as the data owner) and to encourage the
other departmentto convert their applications and
merge their data with that of the lead department.

Disputes over data ownership need firm handling
and high-level management supportif they are to
be resolved successfully. Such disputes are much
easierto resolveif the data administrator can apply
sanctions against the departments that are being
awkward.
DATA-MANAGEMENTPROBLEMSIN LARGE
ORGANISATIONS

Corporate-wide data managementis less common
in large organisationsthat are composed of several
separate trading divisions. There are four main
reasons why corporate-wide data managementis
difficult to achievein this situation:

Corporate policies may makeit difficult for the
divisions to cooperate with each other.
Each division may wish to own and manageits
owndata.

Such organisations may consider they are too
large for a centralised data-management function to be effective.
They may believe they cannot derive any
benefits from a centralised approach.

However, if the divisions have integrated product
lines or share customers and markets, even the
largest of organisations can benefit froma corporate
approach to data management. In our research, we
talked with several large organisations from a wide
rangeof industries that were investing considerable
effort in achieving corporate-wide data management.

For data management to be effective in a large
organisation, amore complex data-administration
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function is required than in other types of enterprise. The numberof data itemsin usein all the
parts of such organisationsis too great for a single
administrator to manage. Furthermore, the
workload for a single data administrator would
cause a severe bottleneck in the systems-developmentprocess. The solutionis to distinguish between
corporate, shared data and data that is of interest
only to asingle division. Only a small proportion of
the data will need to be shared across the whole
organisation. Each division should have its own
data administrator responsible for designing and
managingdivisional databases that conform to the
data-managementstandardsset by the corporate
data administrator. These standards include the
definitions of the codes, data descriptions, and
meanings of the small proportion of data items that
are shared betweenthedivisions.

Anexample of corporate-wide data managementin
alarge organisationis provided by a manufacturing
company. This companyhas established a European
data-administration function whose role is to
managethe high-level business (enterprise) model.
Eachdivision of the company has a data manager
whois responsible for producing the detailed data
model for his or her division. However, the
divisional data managers are also responsible for
ensuring that their data models conform to the
definitions of the shared entities. To help them in
this task, they have online access to the European
data administrator s data dictionary.

This approach has produced benefits by standardising the key shared data items and by
providinga cleardefinition of the scopeof divisional
applications and of the interfaces both between
applications and betweenthedivisions. The latter
definitions are particularly importantto this highly
integrated organisation. An immediate benefit is
the ability to shorten the analysis time required for
anew application because therelevantsubsetof the
corporate data dictionary can be extracted for use
by the application analysts.

NEW DATA-ADMINISTRATION TASKS

Wesaid at the beginning of this chapter that data
administrators will increasingly be called on to
manage text and image data andto provide the basis
for integrating all information. The data administrator will also be required to managethe use of
external data and, in the future, may well become
the custodian of knowledge bases. The appendix,
whichdiscussesthelikely future developments in
database management systems, showsthat today s
databases are likely to evolve gradually into the
knowledgebasesthat will form the basis for expertsystem applications. In parallel with these
developments, the data-administrator s role will
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evolveinto that of a knowledge administrator. The
knowledge-administration role will include the
management andintegration of knowledge bases
throughout the organisation. The traditional skills
of data administration will be used to establish the
scope of the individual knowledge bases, to
establish standards, and to ensure that they can
eventually be integrated both with each other and
with the corporate databases.
MANAGINGTEXT AND OTHER FORMS OF INFORMATION

The data administrator will need to manage text
databases and data stored in other forms such as
graphics and images. Without widening the scope
of data administrationin this way, it will be difficult
to avoid the creation of islands of informationand
it will be more difficult to plan for the eventual
convergenceofall of the formsof information into
one storage and delivery system. Many organisations are developing text-based applications in
response to the demandfor hybrid systems (which
contain elementsof hitherto separate office systems,
data processing systems, and telecommunications
systems)andthe ability of disc technology to store
the volumes of text required. The rationale for
establishing an overall information-administration
function mirrors that for establishing a single
communications-management function.

Inmanagingtext databases, however, it is important
to realise that data and text differ in several
significant respects. Figure 6.2 shows the main
differences. These differences mean that text
management is not merely an extension to data
management, but requires new skills and new
technology.

Before making text databasesavailable, the data
administrator must ensurethat they are structured
in a format suitable for their users. The ease with
which a text database is manipulated andinterrogated dependson the degree of structure in the
text. Someone whois notused to accessing a text
Figure 6.2

Main differences between data and text
storage

Data
Record oriented ,

Text
Documentoriented

Complexrelationships
between records

Usually simple hierarchical
relationships between documents

Precise search
criteria

Many records with
the samestructure
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Fuzzy searchcriteria

Each document has a unique
structure

databasefindsit difficult to search an unstructured
text database thoroughly. For this reason, intermediaries such as information specialists are often
used to conduct these searches. A computer
database, on the other hand, has a very welldefined structure becauseit must be understood
by application programs as well as by people.
Between these two extremes, there is a range of
options for the management of data and text
databases.

There. are considerable differences between the
types of text-managementsystem thatare likely to
be used. The main types are systems that embed
text fields in conventional databases, free-text
retrieval systems, and document-storage systems.
Whichever types of text-management system are
used, the data administrator needs to establish
policies and standards that will ensure they are as
consistent and meaningful as conventional databases. Thus, the data administrator will have to
establish a consistent corporate document-naming
and keywordsystem that enables documents to be
indexed andretrievedeasily by users. In addition,
whereseparate data and text databases exist, the
data administrator will need to establish and
managethelinks between the databases and the
text documents.

Embedded textfields in database records
Often there is a need to hold unformatted (free) text
fields within a conventional databaserecord and to
access them either by database-retrieval methods
or by searchingthe text itself. At present, most
database management systems provide poor
facilities for integrating data and text. A typical
problemis the lack of word processing facilities for
editing text fields in a database. Oracle is planning
to introduce morefacilities in its database management system for supporting mixed text and data
processing applications. Thesefacilities will include
enhancementsto the SQL commands,to be known
as SQL Text, that will enable text fields embedded
in a conventional database to be searchedin the
same wayas a free-text-retrieval system.

Free-text-retrieval systems
Free-text-retrieval systems are the best choice
when users need to examine the contents of a
documentin great depth andretrieve parts of the
document. These types of system are expensive to
run because theyrequire a great deal of computing
resourcesto construct the indexes and to search the
database, and they are much more difficult to
integrate with a conventional database. Furthermore,specialist skills are required to construct the

thesaurus required to make free-text retrieval
systemsuseful.

Document-storage systems

For large documentscontaining 100 pages or So, it
is usually sufficient to identify and retrieve them
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Chapter 6
by their documentidentifier or a set of keywords
associated with each document. Thereis usually no
requirement to search the text within such docu-

ments. Document-storage systemsare usually part

of the office-system infrastructure and are often
difficult to integrate with database management
software. However, the need for integration will
become more important as hybrid systems consisting of linked data and text-processing applications are developed. A product from Software AG
(called Con-nect) provides a way to handle this
integration. Con-nect has electronic-mail and textprocessing componentsthat can be accessed by data
processing applications written in Software AG s
high-level application generator, Natural.
MANAGING THE USE OF EXTERNAL INFORMATION

The data administrator should also manage both the
use that is made of external data resources and the
release of the organisation s data to the outside
world. Organisations are becoming increasingly
interdependent and are, as a result, exchanging
ever-increasing volumes of data in a machinereadable form. They are also becomingincreasingly

REPORT CONCLUSION

This report began with the premise that during the
next five years, most Foundation memberswill be
moving away fromfirst-generation databases (such
as IMS and IDMS)to second-generation relational
systems. In the report, we have provided advice
about how to managethe evolution that will occur.
Inparticular, we havehighlightedthe need to define
the framework
an overall data architecture
within which the new databases will be designed
and used.

We have also provided advice about howtoselect
anduse the three main types of data-management
data dictionaries, which will play an
systems
increasingly importantrole both within the systems
department and as a meansof providing users with
direct access to databases; relational databases,
whose operational performance can now match
thatof first-generation databases; and distributed
databases, which although theyarestill relatively
immature, can provide technical benefits.

Anincreasingly important element of the database
environment will be the provision of tools that
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Extending therole of data administration
awarethat their public image can be affected by the
quality of the data provided to the world atlarge.
The data administrator should therefore also be
responsible for ensuring that all external data
transactions are consistent and accurate. Typical
examples of such external transactions include
electronic data interchange (EDI) transactions,
access to public databases, use of external information servicés such as stock-exchangeprices, and
the use of interorganisation networks.
The data administratoris well placed to manage the
organisation s use of external data. He or she needs
to ensure the quality, the privacy, and the security
of data published by the organisation, and to assess
(and, if necessary, negotiate) the quality of data
being received. Thesetasksincreasingly will affect
the competitive position of the organisation. For
example, in negotiations about commonindustry
formats, the data administrator should take care not
to agree to arrangements that will place the
organisation at a commercial disadvantage. The
data administrator will also bein the best position
to ensure that the requirements of the relevant
data-protection legislation are complied with.

enable users to access databasesdirectly. The report
has described the tools that are (and will be)
available and has provided advice about when and
how to use them.

The major difficulty for many organisations in
moving to second-generation data-management systems is planning how to convert from
their existing database environment. Both the
old and the new environments will need to
operate in parallel during the conversion period.
We have identified the possible migration
paths and provided advice about when each is
suitable.

Finally, the report has re-emphasisedtheroleof the
data administrator. The potential benefits of the
new data-managementsystemswill be putat risk
if there is not astrong data-administration function
charged with the responsibility of creating the
corporate data architecture andensuringthat the
new databases and systems conform with the
architecture.
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Appendix
Future directions in database

management systems

Several significant developments are expected to
take place in database management systemsin the
next few years. These developments will not
supersede relational concepts. Rather they will
build on the firm foundation that relational concepts have provided. The main area of development
will result from the considerable research effort
into the relationships between databases, knowledge bases, and object-oriented systems. We expect
this effort to lead to new, advanced database
systems that will dramatically improve development productivity and that will provide powerful
and mucheasier-to-use database-accessfacilities.

In particular, the research is leading towards the
production of a unified concept of information and
knowledge management. We discuss these developments under the headings of capturing more
meaning in the data model, and the increasing
overlap between knowledge-base and database
concepts.

CAPTURING MORE MEANING IN THE
DATA MODEL

The purpose of corporate databasesis to store and
makeavailable information about businessactivities. In other words, databases modelthe activities.
However, most existing database management
systemsdo not captureall the information about a
business activity to which a computerapplication
needsto haveaccess. Relational databases are often
the mostdeficientin this respect because many of
them do not capture and enforce referentialintegrity rules. But even relational databases that
provide referential-integrity features are not
capable of capturing all the details of a business
activity because the integrity rules describe only
the basic relationships betweenentities.
For example, a database maystore the fact that the
price of a given productis $30. In addition, the
database structure may contain the fact that every
product must have price (and this condition may
well be enforcedbythe referential-integrity rules).
However, the fact that each product price must be
more than $20 maybe held only in the application-

program logic or even in the heads of the users
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accessing the database. This extra information
aboutthe businessactivity is knownas semantic
data becauseit relates to the meaningofthe data.

Semantic databases aim to capture this additional
information aboutthe meaningof data. They have
evolved from research work on general database
theory, on artificial intelligence, and on programming languages. Some of the concepts of
semantic databases comefrom workin thefield of
linguistics, particularly about how people translate
perceptions into language. Relationships between
entities in a semantic database are expressed in
more detail than in previoustypes of data models.
In a semantic data model, integrity rules are held
within the database and are not providedby individual applications and queries. Semantic data
models are, in effect, a superset of the relational
data model. As more meaningis captured in a
database management system, the dictionary,
whichstoresall of this meaning, becomesthe most
importantaspectofthe software, and the relational
database becomesmerely the enginethat drives the
mechanism for providing accessto the data.

Although manysuppliers consider these concepts
too advancedto beofpractical application, a few
are beginning to introduce them. Cincom, for
example, claims to
incorporate many of the
principles of semanticsas discussedin the extended
relational model
in its Supra database product.
And Software AG plans to support the entityrelationship model developed by Chen, another
leading databaseresearcher, in its Adabas database
product.
The mostsignificant advance in this area so faris
the Semantic Information Manager(SIM) developed
by Unisys. This database management system is
based on the work of Michael Hammerand Dennis
Mcleod (who have published several papers on
semantic database theory). Unisys claims that SIM
is the first commercially available implementation
of a semantic data model. SIM is one elementof
Unisys s Information Executive (InfoExec) Series of
database-management products. In addition to SIM,
InfoExecincludes:
ADDS(Advanced Data Dictionary System).
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Future directions in database management systems

OCM (Operations Control Manager).

IQF (Interactive Query Facility), which
supports ad hoc requests within the InfoExec
environment.

WQF (Workstation Query Facility), an end-user
database-accesstool.

All of these products rely on SIM for information.
The InfoExec environmentis the umbrella forall
the products that operate with SIM.

SIM has an advanced three-level architecture
comprising an externallevel, a conceptuallevel,
and a physical level. The InfoExec environment
provides the external level. SIM itself is the conceptual level that manages the formal description
of the data and the semantics. The physicallevelis
based on an advanced version of the wellestablished DMS II database system. The data
administrator uses the ADDSfacility to define a SIM
database, and the physical database structures are
generated from this description of the database.

These types of database differ from relational
databases becausetheyare integrated closely with
a more powerful data dictionary system that
controlsall aspects of the database andits semantic
content. All users (including the data administrator
and application programmers) access the database
via the data dictionary. We believe that semantic
databases will be introduced in the future by many
database suppliers in order to simplify user access
to databases and to reduce the problems of controlling the integrity of corporate databases.

CONVERGENCE OF DATABASE AND
KNOWLEDGE-BASE CONCEPTS

There has been muchrecentactivity in investigating the potential for merging the separate
concepts of knowledgebases,databases, and objectoriented systems. The primary purpose of knowledge bases and databasesis the same because they
both aim to modelreal-world activities. However,
knowledgebasesincluderules for reasoning with
the facts they store, whereas databases simply
reflect their designers views of the world. Both
would benefit from a common set of concepts.
Databases would gain very sophisticated semantic
modelling facilities of the type described above and
knowledge bases would gain by better operational
performance, by better facilities for controlling the
information they held, by improved security
features, and by enhancedfeatures for data-storage
control.

Object-orientated systems showgreat promise as a
means of handling data that doesnotfit easily into
conventional item definitions. In data processing,
objects are character strings, integers, floatingpoint numbers, and possibly dates, times, and
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money. But, in its widest sense, data includes
documents, representations of three-dimensional
objects, bit maps correspondingto pictures, arrays
of scientific data, and so on. As databasesare used
with more multimedia applications, they willneed
object-managementfacilities to handle all forms of
data.
KNOWLEDGE BASES

The differences and overlap between knowledge
bases and databases are shown in Figure A.1.
Knowledgebases hold much information about the
data and its meaning but the informationis poorly
structured. In fact, the structure of a knowledge
base is defined mainly by the processing rules.
Databases, on the other hand, have a well-defined
structure but are deficient in their ability to store
the processing rules or semantics of the business
activity being modelled. In the foreseeable future,
we expect knowledge bases and databases to
migrate towards providing similar capabilities.
Database will be enhancedby the addition of more
meaning about the data, and knowledgebaseswill
be enhanced by the development of more formal
knowledge-basestructures.

A forerunner of the future hybrid database/
knowledge-base system is The Fact System
developed by a small UK company, Deductive
Systems. The Fact System allows users to exploit
knowledge-base techniques in manipulating
relationally based data and enables them to set up
fuzzy information aboutthe structureof the data
in the database and to use that information in
manipulating the data. The Fact System can handle
both expert-system and database constructs within
the same environment. Expertise (in the form of
rules) is organised into rule sets. These are held
within, and operate on, the database.

Users of the Fact System can embedhighly complex
rules within the databaseeither as inference rules
that describe the structure of the database, or as
action rulesthat are triggered by changes to values
within the database or by other external events

Figure A.1

The differences and overlap between
knowledge bases and databases

Knowledge bases

=

A knowledgebaseis primarily concerned with rules and facts.
A databaseis concerned with data and the structure of data.
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Databases, object-oriented concepts, and knowledgebaseswill ultimately convergeto create a single
store of knowledge and data

Codasyl
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languages

bases

Relational
database
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a
knowledge bases |
and databases
_
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suchas the current date and time. Thus, the database can support active models of the database
environmentrather than act only as a passive store
of information. For example, a database that contains action rules could automatically notify a user
whena credit balance exceedsits limit or when a
payment becomesoverdue.It is no longer necessary
to write special programs to provide these types of

report.

OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS

Object-oriented systems handle all types of objects
ina consistent way becausethe procedures used to
manipulate an object of a particular type are
encapsulated with the object. For example, a map
of Europe could be held as an object and
interrogated with the query Which rivers flow into
the Mediterranean?
Producing the answer
requires very complex manipulation of graphically
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stored information, yet the answerisa set of simple

names.

A well-ordered hierarchy of objects can be constructed wheresetsof objects of the same type can
inherit some or all of the characteristics and
procedures of a parent class of objects. These
concepts have been used to produce powerful and
easy-to-use systems.

The ideas of encapsulation and ofinheritance in
object-oriented systems closely match the concepts
of data classes in semantic databases. In the next
10 years, we expect the use of these concepts to
develop as multimedia database systems, expert

systems, and user access to databases become

more common. Figure A.2 shows how these
technologies are likely to converge to produce
integrated knowledge-base and database manage-

ment systems.
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Glossary of terms

This glossary describes as simply as possible some
of the basic concepts of data management.
Attributes and attribute types
An attribute is described in the Concise Oxford
Dictionary as a quality ascribed to anything. In
data modelling, an attribute is used to describe the
characteristics of the entities. For a building, an
attribute may be an address
12 Bloomsbury
Square, for example. An attribute typeis the set of
all attributes of a particular type. In the above
example, the attribute type would be address . An
attribute appears in a database as a field or data
item, and the attribute type appearsasthe field
nameor data-item name.
Currency
The currency of a database is a measure of the
degree to which information held in the database
reflects the currentsituation in the real world. No
database can exactly match the real world, and the
extent to which the databaseis out of step with the
real world needs to be controlled carefully.
Data analysis
Theactivity of identifying the entities that are of
interest to an organisation and describing them,
their attributes, and their relationships in a data
model.
Data architecture
A data architecture comprises the high-level
corporate enterprise model, which is subdivided
into subject-area data models corresponding to
important business activities. The data models are
then further refined to produce thelogical design
of the databases that will be implemented. There
may well be morethan onelogical database for each
subject-area data model.
Data dictionary
At the highest level, a data dictionary holdsinformation aboutentities (and their attributes) and the
processes that use them. At the programming level,
a dictionary stores the namesof data items, their
formats, and the rules governing their content. At
the database level, it stores the descriptions of the
logical and physical database structure.
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Data or entity model
A data (or entity) model providesa description of
the physical, financial, and humanresources of the
organisation. It describes the most important
relationships betweenthe majorentitiesof interest
to the organisation. It isimportantto note that data
modelling is concerned with building an accurate
picture of the real world that can be usedto develop
information systemsthat track the statusof realworld events and answera rangeof questions about
them. Thus, two analysts independently addressing
the sameareaof business activity must arrive at the
same data model. A data modelis also known as a
Bachmandiagram or as an entity model.

Database
Astructuredstore of data; that is, astore containing
data held in astructure that allowsit to be retrieved
using the contentsof the data andits relationships.

Database management system
A set of software facilities to create, access, and
control a database.

Database system
An application system comprising clerical procedures, application programs, and databases.
Data-management systems

Software facilities for the management of data.
These includes data dictionaries, database management systems, and distributed database management systems.

Enterprise model
The high-level data model of the major business
entities in an organisation.

Entities and entity types
An entity is described in the Concise Oxford
Dictionary as a thing s existence as opposed toits
qualities or relations; a thing that has real
existence. An entity is represented by data, but
this is only a label given to the entity in the data
model. For example, Butler Cox exists as an
organisation butits name, address, and telephone
numberare just qualities that may be used to
identify the organisation. Setsor classesof entities
are called entity types. An entity type coversall the
entities relevant to the enterprise that fit into a
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given definition. Thus, the entity Butler Cox isan
instanceofthe entity type company . Ina database,
entities usually appear as individual records or
relations, and entity types appear as the record

name.

Integrity
Theterm integrity is used to describe the measures

taken to ensure the correctness of a database. These

measuresensure that the database structure always
reflects the structure of the data model used to
design it, and that the data it contains conformsto
the descriptions in the data dictionary.

Normalisation
A data model and a relational database should
contain data that has been normalised , The
process of normalisation occurs during data analysis
and is used to rationalise datainto its simplest form.
In this form, each data item contains only onefact,
and eachdata itemis directly related to the record
itis in. Normalised data can be handled ina much
more flexible way than unnormalised data.

Relational database
The theory of relational databases was invented by
Ted Codd. He subsequently felt there was a need to
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define a relational database more explicitly and
published 12 rules that define the functions and
capabilities of a relational database. The most
importantis rule 0, which states that a relational
database should be entirely managed through its
relational capabilities. The otherrules are rather
technical and they describe all aspects of a relational database, including data independence,
databaseintegrity, database-cataloguing facilities,
and database-manipulationfacilities,
Security
Security measures ensure that the database is
protected from unauthorised access and accidental
or intentional harm.

SQL

SQLis the acronym forstructured query language.
It is a misleading term because SQL is not a
structured languageas is, for example, Algol. SQL
isnot only used for queriesbutalso for updating and
manipulating databases, andfor other functions.It
is, in fact, only a sublanguage becauseit cannot be
usedin isolation to develop programs. SQLis always
used in conjunction with other languages such as
Cobol.
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